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Zusammenfassung

R�ucksto�ionen�Impuls�Spektroskopie ist verwendet worden	 um die Im�
pulsverteilung von Kontinuumselektronen abzubilden	 die im Sto� von langsamen
He�� auf He und H� emittiert werden� Die Impulsverteilungen wurden f�ur voll
erschlossene Bewegungen der Kerne gemessen	 das hei�t als eine Funktion des
Sto�parameters und in einer wohl de
nierten Streuebene� Die einfache Ionisa�
tion �SI� von H�	 die zu H�

� �Ionen in den nicht�dissoziativen Zust�anden f�uhrt
�He�� � H� � He�� � H�

� � e��	 und die Transfer�Ionisation �TI� von H�

�He�� �H� � He� �H� �H� � e��	 die zum Zerfall von H� in zwei freie Proto�
nen f�uhrt	 wurden untersucht� �Ahnliche Messungen sind f�ur He	 das entsprechend
atomische zwei�Elektron System	 durchgef�uhrt worden� die einfache Ionisation von
He �SI� �He���He� He���He��e�� und die Transfer Ionization von He �TI�
�He���He� He��He��� e��� Diese Messungen sind durchgef�uhrt worden	 um
das Verst�andnis der Messungen von H� zu verbessern� Beim Vergleich zwischen den
f�ur He und den f�ur H� gemessenen Impulsverteilungen der Kontinuumselektronen
wurde eine gro�e �Ahnlichkeit bemerkt�

Um die Abh�angigkeit der f�ur die TI von H� gemessenen Elektronen�
Impulsverteilungen von der Orientierung der Molek�ulachse zu untersuchen	 wer�
den die Impulsverteilungen f�ur zwei molekulare Orientierungen generiert� par�
allel zu der Strahlrichtung und senkrecht zu ihr� Diese Verteilungen zeigen
keine Orientierungsabh�angingkeit� Das deutliche Merkmal	 das die Elektronen�
Impulsverteilungen der in�Streuebene der TI von H� und der TI von He gezeigt
haben	 besteht in dem Erscheinen von zwei Gruppen von Elektronen	 die ver�
schiedene Strukturen haben� Au�er den Sattelelektronen	 die in der Region zwis�
chen Target und Projektil zwei Bananen formen	 
nden wir eine neue Gruppe von
Elektronen	 die mit einer h�oheren Geschwindigkeit als die Projektilgeschwindigkeit
emittiert werden� Diese neuen schnellen Vorw�artselektronen entstehen im Bereich
von kleinen Stossparametern und erscheinen als Abbildung des Sattels im Projek�
tilsystem� Im Gegensatz zur TI von He verschwindet diese Gruppe von schnellen
Vorw�artselektronen in der Impulsverteilung der SI von He� Anstelle dieser Gruppe
erscheint ein andere neue Gruppe von Elektronen� Diese Elektronen zeigen einen
Grad an Streuung in R�uckw�artsrichtung� Diese R�uckw�artselektronen erscheinen als
Abbildung des Sattels im Targetsystem�

Die von den Sattelelektronen gezeigten Strukturen sind eine Folge der quasi�
molekularen Natur des Sto�prozesses� F�ur die TI von H�	 die TI von He und die
SI von He	 wird dabei eine ��Orbital Form der Impulsverteilung der Sattelelektro�
nen festgestellt� Das weist auf die Wichtigkeit der Rotationskopplung �p� � �p� in
der anf�anglichen Promotion des Grundzustandes hin	 wo das Elektron durch weit�
ere Promotionen ins Kontinuum gehoben wird� Sowohl die in R�uckw�artsrichtung als
auch die schnellen in Vorw�artsrichtung emittierten Elektronen werden nicht in der
theoretischen Literatur diskutiert� Es gibt jedoch gewisse Hinweise	 die auf die Exis�
tenz der R�uckw�artselektronen und der schnellen Vorw�artselektronen hindeuten	 die
in den experimentellen Arbeiten von Abdallah el at� �	 �� und in den theoretischen
Rechnungen von Sidky et al� �� zu 
nden sind� Es kann dabei vermutet werden	 da�
die Elektronen	 die sich w�ahrend des Sto�es f�ur einige Zeit auf dem Sattel be
nden	
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an dem He� Ion im Ausgang des Sto�es steuern	 das hei�t entweder an dem Projek�
til in der Vorw�artsrichtung �wie im Fall der schnellen Vorw�artselektronen� oder an
dem Target in der R�uckw�artsrichtung �wie im Fall der R�uckw�artselektronen�� Das
ist eine Folge des starken Gradienten und der damit verbundenen starken Beschle�
unigung am abgeschirmten He��Potential�
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Abstract
Cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy �COLTRIM� has been employed

to image the momentum distributions of continuum electrons liberated in the impact
of slow He�� on He and H�� The distributions were measured for fully determined
motion of the nuclei	 that is	 as a function of the impact parameter and in a well
de
ned scattering plane� The single ionization �SI� of H�	 leading to H�

� recoil
ions in nondissociative states �He�� � H� � He�� � H�

� � e�� and the transfer
ionization �TI� of H� leading to H� dissociation into two free protons �He���H� �
He� �H� �H� � e�� were investigated� Similar measurements have been carried
out for He target	 the corresponding atomic two�electron system	 i�e� the single
ionization �SI� �He�� �He� He�� �He� � e�� and the transfer ionization �TI�
�He�� � He � He� � He�� � e��� These measurements have been exploited to
understand the results obtained for H� target� In comparing the continuum electron
momentum distributions for H� with that for He	 a high degree of similarity is
observed�

In the case of transfer ionization of H�	 the electron momentum distributions
generated for parallel and perpendicular molecular orientations revealed no orienta�
tion dependence� The in�scattering plane electron momentum distributions for the
transfer ionization of H� by He�� and for the transfer ionization of He by He��

showed that the salient feature of these distributions for both collisions systems
consists in the appearance of two groups of electrons with di�erent structures� In
addition to the group of the saddle electrons forming two jets separated by a valley
along the projectile axis	 we 
nd a new group of electrons moving with a velocity
higher than the projectile velocity� These new fast forward electrons result from
a narrow range of impact parameters and appear as image saddle in the projectile
frame� In contrast to the transfer ionization of He	 the fast forward electrons group
disappears in the in�scattering plane electron momentum distribution generated for
the single ionization of He� Instead of this group	 another new group of electrons
appear� These electrons exhibit an amount of backscattering� These backward elec�
trons appear as image saddle in the target frame�

The structures that the saddle electrons show are owing to the quasi�molecular
nature of the collision process� For the TI of H�	 the TI of He and the SI of He	 a
��orbital shape of the electron momentum distribution is observed� This indicates
the importance of the rotational coupling �p� � �p� in the initial promotion of
the ground state followed by further promotions to the continuum� The backward
electrons as well as the fast forward electrons are not discussed in the theoretical
literature at all� However	 a number of obvious indications of the existence of the
backward and fast forward electrons could be seen in the experimental works of
Abdallah et al� �	 �� as well as in the theoretical calculations of Sidky et al� ���
One might speculate that electrons which are promoted on the saddle for some time
during the collision could 
nally swing around the He� ion in the way out of the
collision	 i�e�	 either around the projectile in the forward direction as in the TI case
forming the fast forward electrons or around the recoil ion in the backward direction
as in the SI case forming the backward electrons� This might be a result of the
strong gradient	 and hence the large acceleration of the screened He� potential�
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Ion�Atom Collisions

In atomic collisions	 ionization and other inelastic processes provide	 from the theo�
retical point of view	 a suitable testing ground to describe the fundamental problem
of the evolution of a time� dependent multi�particle system� In addition	 compre�
hending these processes is signi
cant for variety of pure and applied 
elds of research
such as astrophysics and stellar structure and evolution ��	 plasma physics and ther�
monuclear fusion �	 ��	 and the study of surfaces and materials �	 �	 ���

It is known that in slow collisions for which the projectile velocity vp is much
smaller than the classical electron orbital velocity vo	 molecular e�ects play a major
role in inelastic collision� In this low velocity regime	 an electron is shared tem�
porarily by the target and the projectile nuclei� In consequence	 a transient quasi�
molecular ion is formed ���� This picture holds true even for large projectile veloc�
ities when inner�shell electrons are the active ones	 as was suggested by Fano and
Lichten ���	 provided that vp� vo still holds� In this model	 as the internuclear sep�
aration decreases	 electrons are promoted to states of higher energy and eventually
into the continuum along a series of transitions between molecular orbitals �MOs��
This model was successfully used in illustrating the L inner�shell vacancy formation
in collision of Ar� with Ar ��� in addition to various other cases� Although in
most of the studies	 the molecular promotion model has been developed in order to
interpret the processes of excitation and charge exchange ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ���	
several authors ��	 ��� suggested that this model can be used in treating ionization
at slow collision velocities as well�

When vp becomes comparable to vo	 the nature of the process of ionization
is expected to be less molecular� The two Coulomb centers are to be included
in any treatment of what is referred to as the two�center e�ect ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	
���� Performing classical �trajectory Monte Carlo calculations �CTMC� on p�H��s�
collisions with impact energies from �� to ��� keV	 Olson ��� observed that a
large fraction of the forward emitted electrons had velocities approximately equal
to half the velocity of the projectile� In a classical description	 these electrons
will be electrons that were left �standard� at the point where they feel equal and

�
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opposite forces from the projectile and the target core ions� While the two Coulomb
centers are receding from each other	 those electrons will be pushed to higher energies
on the rising potential of the saddle point� Eventually this process will leave the
electrons riding the �saddle� in the continuum	 when the two Coulomb centers
become in
nitely separated� Olson ��� and Olson et al� ��� studied in more detail
those electrons within the CTMC framework and referred to them as vp�� electrons�
This mechanism found support from coupled channel calculations by Winter and
Lin ���� They found that the inclusion of a third center at the equiforce point in
their close� coupling calculations resulted in a large improvement in the calculated
cross section compared to early experimental results by Fite et al� ���� However	
Winter and Lin�s calculations were performed at relatively smaller impact energies
compared to the CTMC calculations by Olson and coworkers�

More recently the �saddle point� process received an alternative formulation in
terms of the hidden crossing theory ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ���� In this theory two ma�
jor mechanisms leading to ionization are identi
ed	 the T and the S processes� In
both processes the electrons are promoted to the continuum via successive hidden
crossings of the quasi�molecular states formed during the collision� The term �hid�
den� was used since those crossings occur in the complex plane of the internuclear
axis� In the T process	 the electrons are promoted to the continuum while the two
Coulomb centers are receding from each other� this process is the quantum mechan�
ical analog of the classical �saddle point� ionization mechanism� In the S process	
on the other hand	 ionization occurs as the two nuclei approach each other at small
inter�nuclear distances	 where the target electron can be diabatically promoted into
the continuum through a series of hidden crossings� A classical description of the
process might be that	 as the two nuclei closely approach each other	 a centrifugal
barrier is formed between them forbidding the electron from existing between the
two nuclei� Consequently	 an electron may be pushed into the continuum while the
target and the projectile are on their way to becoming a united atom �the point
at which the barrier rises to in
nity� ���� Theoretical results of Ovchinnikov and
Macek for proton impact on H with a velocity of ��� a�u� show that S�type electrons
are peaked in momentum space at both the target and projectile� Since a consid�
erable amount of theoretical support for the T process was provided by adiabatic
calculations	 which are expected to apply at much lower projectile velocities than
those of most previous experimental investigations	 Pieksma et al� ��� investigated
the velocity distributions of the electrons ejected from the collision system p� H in
the projectile energy range ���keV	 where adiabatic theories do apply� Their data
exhibit a clear dominance of the saddle� point ionization mechanism for energies
ranging from � to �keV�

Till ����	 the experimental search for evidence for �saddle�point� electrons lead
to ambiguous results� Olson et al� ��� reported on p�He collisions experiments
within a projectile energy range of ������ keV� They observed a broad peak in the
electron velocity spectrum at an angle of ��o which was regarded as an evidence for
the existence of a saddle point ionization mechanism� Most of the experiments that
followed focused on studying this peak� However	 most of the measurements were
at angles larger that �o in order to avoid the pronounced cusp of the ECC in the
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forward direction� Irby et al� ��� studied the two collision systems H� � He and
He�� � He at energies of ������ keV�u� They reported an electron momentum
spectra that have a peak which shifts with changing projectile velocity and charge
state according to eq� ���� Later	 the same group ��� reported similar results for
the collisions of Cq� �where q � �	�	�� with He and Ne at energies ��	 ��� and ���
keV�u� In an independent work	 Gay et al� ��� showed a similar behavior� On the
other hand	 Bernardi et al� ��	 ��� and Meckbach et al� ��� showed that the observed
peak did not shift according to eq� ��� and was just the remnant of the cusp at larger
angles� DuBois ��� also did not see this shift in the peak in his experimental data
for the collisionsH� and He�� with He in a similar energy range� He concluded that
any con
rmation of the existence of the saddle�point ionization mechanism based on
shifts observed by Irby et al� ��	 ��� and Gay et al� ��� was problematic� In a later
paper ��� he measured the double di�erential cross section in the collision Cq� �
He at impact energies of ��� and ���keV�u	 where the projectile charge q � �� ��
Again his data did not support the suggested saddle point ionization mechanism�

The entire 
eld of ionization at low to intermediate projectile velocities and the
discussion of the saddle�point ionization mechanism has been profoundly changed
over the last few years through momentum imaging techniques which produce com�
plete pictures of the momentum spectra� Kravis and coworkers ��� obtained two�
dimensional images of the longitudinal and transverse velocity of the continuum elec�
trons for a wide range of impact velocities of p and C��� They did not determine the
impact parameter� Only for proton impact below � a�u� they found most electrons
in the saddle electrons� A major advance came from the work of D�orner et al� ���
who used cold target recoil� ion momentum spectroscopy �COLTRIMS� ��	 ��� to
obtain a much more detailed	 highly di�erential image of the velocity distributions
of electrons emitted in collisions of protons with He at projectile velocities of ����	
����	 and ���� a�u�� By measuring the three components of the target recoil�ion mo�
mentum	 in addition to two velocity components of the ejected electron	 they were
able to determine electron velocity distributions for well�de
ned scattering planes
and impact�parameter windows� They observed that electrons were ejected prefer�
entially within the scattering plane and into the forward direction� These forward
electrons were emitted in two jets oriented in the scattering plane and o� the pro�
jectile axis� These features were interpreted by Ovchinnikov et al� ��� and Macek et
al� ���� They showed that only the 
rst transition in the series of hidden crossings
changes the angular momentum electronic state� This angular momentum charac�
ter is then revealed in the form of the continuum velocity distribution� Orbitals
of various character have been implied by distributions such as those observed by
D�orner et al�� Utilizing a similar COLTRIMS setup used by D�orner et al� ���	
Abdallah and Coworkers have investigated additional systems of He���� incident
on He	 Ne��Ne	He��Ne and Ne��He at projectile velocities ranging from ���� to
���� a�u� ��	 �	 ��� These studies have demonstrated that each collision system
produces its distinct electron velocity distribution� Very recently	 in our group	
Schmidt has succeeded in measuring the complete momentum vector of ejected elec�
trons for He���He collision system by measuring the time�of��ight of the emitted
electrons ����
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��� Ion�Molecule Collisions

In comparison to ion�atom collisions	 the study of ion� molecule collisions poses an
extra challenge since the molecular nature of the target has to be taken in con�
sideration� Slow collisions between highly charged ions and molecules are a probe
of both	 the electronic processes involved during the collision and the dynamics of
the molecular fragmentation after the collision� Particular attention has been con�
centrated on H� molecules ��	 ��	 ��	 ��� due to the relative simplicity of their
electronic structure ��	 ���� Although molecular fragmentation processes have been
studied for years	 recent advances in experimental and theoretical techniques have
shed new light on the subject� Historically	 experimental investigations of molecular
fragmentation were conducted by colliding a variety of projectiles	 which include
electrons ��	 ���	 singly ��	 ��� and multiply charged ions ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ���	 and
photons ��� with the target� Measurements of cross sections	 yields	 and energy
distributions done through these experiments revealed the structure of molecules	
how energy is transferred from the incoming projectile to the molecule	 and how
energy is distributed among molecular states� These data were interpreted in terms
of Franck� Condon transitions between states of the isolated molecule�

In the past decade	 distinguished experimental and theoretical e�orts have been
devoted to studies of possible molecular orientation e�ects in ion�molecule collisions�
Starting with the pioneering work by Taun and Gerjuoy ���	 several theoretical
studies have examined the in�uence of the molecular axis alignment on the electron
capture to the projectile ion and on the associated processes of transfer ionization
and transfer excitation ���� For these processes	 the alignment dependence has been
interpreted as an interference e�ect in electron capture from the two centers of the
molecule� When the diatomic molecule is oriented perpendicular to the beam there
is no phase di�erence between the amplitudes describing the capture from the two
centers	 resulting in constructive interference for a gerade target wavefunction and a
destructive interference for a ungerade target wavefunction� When the angle between
the inter�atomic axis and the beam decreases	 the phase di�erence increases and the
interference changes� Therefore	 if charge transfer contributes signi
cantly to the
ionization	 one can expect for certain projectile velocities predominant ionization
of molecules oriented perpendicular to the beam� As was theoretically predicted	 a
strong alignment e�ect was later veri
ed experimentally in O�� transfer ionization
collisions with D� ��	 ���� However	 in this experiment as well as in proton collisions
with H� ��	 ���	 no alignment dependence was revealed in double ionization and
ionization� excitation� This result was supported by calculations in the 
rst Born
approximation ��� which showed that pure ionization of H� by proton impact shows
relatively little �typically ���� alignment dependence�

The use of Coltrims technique has helped in accomplishing recent progress in the
investigation of ion�molecule collision� It is evident that coincident measurements
with a position� and time� sensitive multi�particle detector provide a complete three�
dimensional image of the breakup process for each individual event� In the simplest
case of diatomic molecules	 this implies that the dissociation of highly ionized molec�
ular ions can be examined for a de
nite orientation of the interatomic axis� D�orner
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et al� ��� has utilized the Coltrims technique to measure the direction and energy
of the two ionic fragments in coincidence with the momentum vector of one of the
two electrons from D� double ionization by linear polarized photons� This work
has provided	 for the 
rst time	 the connection between the ionic and the electronic
motion in the continuum�

In contrast to the several theoretical calculations in ion� atom collisions	 rigor�
ous theoretical models in ion� molecule collisions are very rare	 particularly in the
low� and intermediate�energy region� Some may argue that the theoretical models
developed for ion�atom collisions	 such as the atomic�orbital �AO� and the molec�
ular orbital �MO� expansion models	 can be generalized straightforwardly to study
ion�molecule collisions� However	 in reality this has not been done except for the
exploratory calculations of Kimura ��	 ��� using the MO expansion for H� and
Ar� on H�� Computational complexities are the main reason behind the lack of cal�
culations� On the one hand	 one has to treat the two�center or many�center target
molecular wave functions	 which enlarge the calculations of basis functions required
for an AO� or MO�based calculations� On the other hand	 the e�ects of di�erent
molecular orientations on the electron�capture cross sections should be taken into
account� Calculations of electron� capture cross sections for ion� molecule colli�
sions under various approximations have been carried out by few authors� In the
keV�amu energy region	 models ��	 ��� based on the AO�expansion method have
been employed� However	 as drastic approximation were adopted in the evaluation
of matrix elements	 the results are either in poor ��� or in only qualitative agree�
ment ��� with the experimental data� In this energy region	 Kimura ��� carried
out the most elaborate calculations for H� � H� collisions in the energy range ����
�� keV� A semiclassical close�coupling model with an expansion in molecular states
was used� The two lowest potential�energy surfaces of the H�

� ion for di�erent ori�
entation of the H� molecular with respect to the incident beam were calculated
using the so�called diatomic� in� molecules �DIM� method ��	 ���� This method
resembles the linear combination of atomic orbitals �LCAO� for diatomic systems
and is helpful when treating H�

� as a composite system of either H� � H� or of
H � H�

� � The electron� capture cross section was then obtained by solving the
two�state coupled equations� His calculations open the door to study the e�ect of
molecular orientation� Besides	 they are the 
rst to provide trustworthy theoretical
results for ion� molecule collisions� At high collision energies	 charge transfer in
H� � H� was investigated by Taun and Gerjuoy ��� depending on the Brinkman
and Kramers �BK� approximation ��� to calculate the total single�electron�capture
cross section for H� � H�� They also studied the ratio of the capture cross section
from H� to that from H as a function of collision energies and deduced that	 in
general	 the hydrogen molecule cannot be considered as made of two independent
hydrogen atoms as far as the collision cross sections are considered� Deb et al� ���
reexamined the model of Taun and Gerjouy and calculated the di�erential cross
section for a 
xed molecular orientation� They found pronounced oscillations in the
angular distributions for each 
xed molecular orientation	 which can be attributed
to the interference of the scattering amplitudes from the two atomic centers� Similar
calculations based on a di�erent version of the Born approximation were carried out
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by Band ���	 Ray and Saha ���� Other calculations on H� employed the classical
trajectory Monte Carlo with independent electrons to study state�selective electron
capture and ionization ��	 ���� Moreover	 the continuum distorted wave model has
been applied to O���H� transfer ionization collisions to explain the cross section
dependence on the alignment of the molecular axis ���� Very recently	 a 
ve �body
classical trajectory Monte Carlo �CTMC� model has been developed to predict the
electronic and nuclear dynamics for double electron removal by highly charged ion
impact ����

��� Experimental Technique

Recoil� Ion Momentum Spectroscopy �RIMS� has been developed to provide an ef�

cient and precise experimental tool to explore the correlated dynamics of collision
induced atomic many�particle reactions by measuring the momenta �and thus angle
and energy� of all involved particles in coincidence� In early measurements ��	 ���	
the recoiling target ion momentum has not	 in the practical sense	 been experi�
mentally accessed for quite a long time because of the extremely small energies
transferred to the target nucleus during most of the atomic reactions for charged
particle or photon impact ���� Because the mass of the nucleus is large compared
to the mass of the electron	 recoil energies ER are typically well below � eV ranging
into the � eV and even sub�� eV regime for a majority of atomic reactions� First
attempts to measure angles and momenta of slow recoil ions were already reported
in the seventies ��	 ��	 ���� In the late ���s few groups succeeded in detecting
such ions and obtained information on their mean energies ��	 ��	 ���� Ullrich and
Schmidt�B�ocking in Frankfurt were the pioneers in actually measuring the recoil�ion
momenta ��	 ��	 ���� They used a static room temperature gas target	 time�of��ight
measurement in a 
eld� free drift tube and magnetic ion charge state selection� This
allowed to the measurement of the transverse recoil ion momentum with a solid angle
of a few percent� The resolution was limited by the thermal motion of the target at
���K ��E � �� meV�� Later	 this momentum resolution was improved using a static
�� K gas ��E � � meV� ��	 ���� Considerable advance was achieved by carrying
localised gas�jet targets in connection with ion�projection techniques into e�ect� The
recoil�ions created in the overlap volume between the localised gas target and the ion
beam were extracted by an electrostatic 
eld and projected onto position sensitive
detectors ���	 ���	 ���	 ����� The measured times�of��ight and the impact posi�
tions of the ions on the detector will be utilized to reconstruct the ion trajectories
and calculate their complete initial momentum vectors� By this technique	 Fronhe
et al� and Ali et al� ���	 ���� measured recoil ion momenta using an e�usive gas jet
target� They used a multi�capillary array to direct the �ow of the gas� At the same
time	 the gas jet was cooled through the collimation of the gas �ow in the channels
of the capillary array� This e�ective cooling of the gas jet helped to improve the
momentum resolution� This technique was employed to measure the recoil ion mo�
menta for Ne gas target ����� The momentum resolution achieved in this study was
about � a�u� in the direction transverse to the jet and ���� a�u� in the longitudinal
direction� This resolution was comparable with the resolution obtained for Ne using
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the cooled gas cell ���	 ����� This technique o�ered	 for the 
rst time	 the ability to
detect the recoil ions with a solid angle of nearly ����� An important breakthrough
in the momentum resolution was accomplished by the use of supersonic atomic jets
��E � � meV� ���	 ����� Finally	 the combination of the precooling with super�
sonic expansion yielded a further increase in momentum resolution and pushed it
to � ER � ��� �eV for Helium ions� Therefore	 the technique was referred to as
Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy� COLTRIMS ���	 ���	 ����
Recently	 applying focusing geometry and electrostatic extraction 
elds	 the devel�
opment culminated in a superior resolution of � ER � ���� �eV for He�� ions
with a solid angle of �� for the detection of momenta below � a�u� ���	 ���	 �����
Thus	 these spectrometers made it potential	 for the 
rst time	 to measure the com�
plete momentum vector of one reaction product	 the target ion	 emerging from an
atomic collision with a resolution of a few percent and a solid angle of nearly ����
of ��� Experiments became feasible where contributions of the projectile ionization
to the electron� nucleus or electron� electron interactions were kinematically sepa�
rated ���	 ����� State� selective scattering angle dependent studies of single and
double electron capture into di�erent shells of the projectile at medium velocities
were performed ���	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ����� �Transfer ionization� in proton�
helium collisions �one helium electron is captured by the projectile the other one
is emitted� was investigated in Kinematically complete experiments ����� Further
more 	 the contributions of photoabsorption and Compton scattering to He double
ionization at high photon energies became separable ���	 �����

The latest substantial improvement in fast progress was marked by merging such
COLTRIMS spectrometers with novel electron projection spectrometers� These
electron imaging systems employ the fundemental principle of COLTRIMS to the
electrons� For very low electron energies �typically � �eV�	 the same electric 
eld
which projects the positive ions onto one detector guides the negative electrons to�
wards another detector ��	 ��	 ��	 �	 ��� However	 the electron detector needs to be
placed close to the interaction volume to provide a solid angle close to ��� Also to
guide electrons with higher momenta transverse to the electric 
eld	 Moshammer and
coworkers introduced electron imaging with a homogenous magnetic 
eld superim�
posed parallel to the electric extraction 
eld� The magnetic 
eld forces the electrons
on spiral trajectories and thus prevents them from leaving the spectrometer� This
novel electron analyzer extends the projection technique for electron towards much
higher electron energies ��	 ����� A resolution for electrons of �� meV at zero
energy and full solid angle up to ��� eV has been achieved ���� These projection
spectrometers can be equipped with fast delaying detectors	 capable of handling
multiple hits� Thus	 all electrons from multi� electron reactions can be analyzed si�
multaneously ����� Merging a high resolution recoil ion with such a multi� electron
projection spectrometer creates an extremely versatile and powerful tool for atomic
and molecular collision physics� In pioneering experiments for multiple ionization
by fast ion impact	 more than two electrons have been detected together with the
recoil ion momentum ����� A great amount of coincident ��dimensional momen�
tum space imaging studies have been performed in the last decade� They include
electron impact ionization of atoms ���	 ����	 single photon double ionization of
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atoms from threshold ���	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ���� to ��� keV ���	 ���� and ion
impact on atoms from keV protons ��� to GeV�u U��� ���� projectiles	 capture
and transfer reactions ���	 ����	 and single photon double ionization of 
xed in
space molecules ���� An overview can be found in ����

��� Motivations of this Work

In this thesis	 we present an experimental study of �� and ��keV p�H� and �He��

� H� collisions 	which	 for the 
rst time	 gives two �dimensional images of the square
of the 
nal state of electron wave function in velocity space with simultaneous de�
termination of the nuclear motion and the scattering angles of the projectile �the
impact parameter�� We have employed the COLTRIMS technique to determine
the three �dimensional momentum vector of both fragments in coincidence with two
momentum components of the emitted electron and with scattering angles of the
projectile as well�

Because of their large cross sections for electron capture	 multi�charged ions are
e�ective sources of dissociative ionizations� We have used such slow multi�charged
ions as projectiles to induce fragmentation of H� molecules� The ionization and
dissociation processes associated with one electron capture can be described as two
independent sub�processes� The 
rst one is the electronic transition in which one
electron is captured and simultaneously the other is emitted while the nuclei can be
assumed to stay 
xed �axial recoil approximation�� The second is the dissociation
of the leftover molecular ion caused by the Coulomb repulsion of the nuclei� In most
of the previous studies on the ion�molecule collisions	 the researchers have used
position� sensitive multi�hit �detectors and projection spectrometers to measure the
fragmentation pattern from this second step of molecular fragmentation� Hence	 in
this work	 we have tried	 for the 
rst time	 to relate the two sub�processes	 i�e�	 the
ejection of the electrons�s� and the molecular fragmentation�

When the molecular ion dissociates	 it does so in a time span which is very
small compared to rotational times� This is the basis of the axial�recoil approxi�
mation ���� which states that the H� fragment ions travel along the line of the
internuclear axis at the time of the excitation of the dissociative state� Therefore	
the ion direction can be taken as indication for the orientation of the molecule at
the instant of the electronic excitation� Depending on the validity of axial�recoil
approximation and using our measurements	 we introduce the 
rst concrete exper�
imental study of the e�ect of the molecular orientation on velocity distributions of
the emitted electron�

We carried out the same measurements for Helium	 the corresponding atomic
two� electron system	 using the same experimental setup and following the same
procedures� These results are used so as to improve our understanding of the results
for H��
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Theoretical Approaches

��� Kinematics of the inelastic ion�atom collision

processes

For the overwhelming part of all atomic reactions in ion�atom collisions only a little
momentum	 energy and mass compared to the initial momentum Pp	 energy �Ep� and
mass �Mp� of the incoming projectile is transferred during the encounter� This is true
even for small projectile masses as well as for comparably violent collisions where
the target atom is multiply ionised in an encounter with a highly charged ion� Under
these conditions the longitudinal and transverse momentum balances are decoupled�
They contain di�erent information on the collision and can be calculated separately
on the basis of the non�relativistic energy and momentum conservation� In the
collision process	 the projectile and its electrons �as far as it possesses electrons�
interact with the target atom through Coulomb interaction� This interaction can
induce one or more from the following processes�

�� nT target electrons can be emitted to the continuum�
�� np projectile electrons can be emitted to the continuum�
�� nc electrons can be transferred from target to projectile bound states�
�� n�T target electrons can be excited�
�� n�p projectile electrons can be excited�

Out of � degrees of freedom for the projectile and � for the target in the initial
state and by the neglecting the spin of the electrons	 the system has ����nT �np�
degrees of freedom in the 
nal state�

The initial conditions of the collision partners in the lab�system can be de
ned
from the preparation of the supersonic jet target of velocity Vjet in the y�direction
and the projectile of velocity Vp in the z�direction as follows

��p i

P
�

�
B� �

�
mp VP

�
CA �����

�
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and

��p i

R
�

�
B� �
mi

R Vjet
�

�
CA �����

where mR and ��p i
R are the mass and momentum of the target before the collision�

and mP and ��p i
P are the mass and momentum of the projectile before the collision�

In general	 the energy and momentum of the collision system are conserved and
given in the following equations

��p i
R � ��p i

P � ��p f
R � ��p f

P �
NX
j��

��p f
ej �����

and

NX
j��

�ij � Ei
R � Ei

P � Ef
R � Ef

P �
NX
j��

�Ef
ej � �fj � �����

where pfP and pfR are the momentum vectors of projectile and recoil ion after the
collision� Ei

P and E
i
R are the energy of projectile and target before the collision and

Ef
P and E

f
R are after the collision� E

f
ej and p

f
ej are the continuum energy and 
nal

momentum of the j�th electron� �j is the binding energy of the j�th electron� N is
the total number of the target and projectile electrons�

In the lab system	 the kinetic energy of the target before the collision can be
neglected compared to the initial kinetic energy of the projectile	i�e�	

Ei
R � � for

mi
R

�
V �
jet � Ei

p �����

and because of the high collision energy and the small momentum transfer the kinetic
energy of the recoil ion after the collision can be neglected too�

Ef
R � � �����

The kinetic energy of the projectile is given by

Ef
p �

�

�mf
p

� pfxp
�
� pfyp

�
� pfzp

�
�� �����

if the momentum transfer is small compared to the initial momentum of the projec�
tile	i�e�	 pfxp

�
pfyp

� � pfzp
�
	 equation ��� can be approximated

Ef
p � pfzp

�

�mf
p

� �����
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and therefore the longitudinal momentum is given by

pfzp �
q
�mf

p E
f
p � �����

by substituting ��� and ��� in ���	 we obtain

Ei
P � Ef

p �
nT�npX
j��

Ef
ej �

NX
j��

� �fj � �ij� ������

where
PN

j�� � �
f
j � �ij� is the energy di�erence between initial and 
nal bound

electronic states and can be identi
ed as the Q�value of the reaction	 i�e�	

Q �
NX
j��

� �fj � �ij� ������

substituting ���� and ���� in ���	 we get

pfzp �

vuuut�mf
p �E

f
p �Q�

nT�npX
j��

Ef
ej� ������

Since nc target electrons are transferred to the projectile and np projectile electrons
are emitted to the continuum	 the projectile mass will change after the collision�
The 
nal mass of the projectile is then given by

mf
p � mi

p � �nc � np� me ������

substitute mf
p in ����	 we get

pfzp �

vuut�mi
p E

i
p �� �

�nc � np� me

mi
p

� �� � Q �
PnT�np

j�� Ef
ej

Ei
p

� ������

after expanding the square root of nc�np�m
i
p �me� �a�u�� and �Q�

PnT�np
j�� Ef

ej��E
i
p	

we obtain after neglecting all quadratic terms

pfzp � pizp 
�

�
�
nc � np
mi

p

� Q �
PnT�np

j�� Ef
ej

Ei
p

� � �� for
�

mp
�
� Ep

Ei
p

� � ������

As known from the initial conditions that pizp� vp m
i
p and using ����	 the change in

the longitudinal momentum of the projectile

� pfzp � pfzp � pizp �
nc � np
�

vp � �

vp
�Q�

nT�npX
j��

Ef
ej� ������
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From the momentum conservation law	 the longitudinal momentum of the recoil ion
after the collision is given by

pfzR � pizp � pfzp �
nT�npX
j��

pfzej ������

A combination of ���� and ���� results in�

pfzR �
np � nc
�

vp �
Q

vp
�

nT�npX
j��

�
Ef
ej

vp
� pfzej� ������

up to equation ����	 all energies and momenta were given in lab�system� The np
emitted electrons can be observed in the projectile system	 because these electrons

belong originally to the projectile� Using the transformation p
f
P

lab
zej � vp� p

f
P

p
zej 	

man can exchange between lab� and projectile systems� Upon ���� a new term �j
can be de
ned as follows

�j �
E

f
P

l
ab

ej
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� p

f
P

l
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p
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P

l
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f
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l
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zej ������

when �j is transformed to the projectile system	 we get

�j �
vp � p

f
P

l
ab

zej

�vp
� vp � p

f
P

p
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E

f
P

p

ej
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�

������

By summing over all projectile electrons	 we get

npX
j��

�j � � np
vp
�
�

npX
j��

E
f
P

p

ej

vp
������

Substituting ���� in ����	 we obtain the 
nal longitudinal momentum of the recoil
ion

pfzR � � Q

vp
� nc

vp
�
�

nTX
j��

�
Ef
ej
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� pfzej�

P
l
ab �

npX
j��

�
Ef
ej
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�
P

p ������

This is a general equation which includes all possible ionisation processes� This
equation can be simpli
ed if the reaction channel is singled out�

����� Capture Process

In this process	 electrons �nc� are transferred from the target to the projectile� For
pure electron capture	 only discrete values of pfzR occur corresponding to the energy
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eigenvalues of the projectile and target electrons� Therefore	 equation ���� can be
simpli
ed to

pfzR � � Q

vp
� nc

vp
�

������

The measurements of the capture reactions are used to calibrate the spectrome�
ter and to determine the momentum resolution� In our experiment	 the Q�values of
the single and double capture of He ���S	� by He�� are measured at di�erent pro�
jectile energies using di�erent electric extraction 
elds� The results are employed
to determine the calibration factors and the momentum resolution� For the single
capture �SC�	 He�� � He � He� � He�	 the Q�value can be calculated from the
following equation

QSC
m�n� � � ��eV � ������eV �� �
n��
� �

n��
� ������

thereby	 ��eV is the double ionisation thresold of He in the ground state� n� and
n� describe the principle quantum numbers of both electrons� For the SC in the
ground state �n� � n� � ��	 man obtain Q�����eV ����� By the Double capture of
helium �DC� He�� � He � He � He��	 both electrons are bound in a neutral He
atom before and after the collision� Therefore	 QDC
��S��� �eV is valid by a DC in
the ground state�

����� Ionisation Process

For the emission target electrons to continuum states	 we obtain

pfzR � � Q

vp
�

nTX
j��

�
Ef
ej

vp
� pfzej�

P
lab ������

In the collision systems studied in this work	 two types of ionisation reactions are
investigated� Transfer Ionisation �TI� and Single Ionisation �SI�� While	 in the
transfer ionisation of He	 one electron is emitted from the target to the continuum
and the second electron is captured by the projectile

He�� � He � He�� � He�� � e� ������

in the single ionisation �SI� of He	 only one electron is emitted from the target to
the continuum and the other one stays in the bound states of the target

He�� � He � He�� � He�� � e� ������

The Q�value for both reactions can be obtained from the following equation
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QTI
n� � QSI
n� � � ��eV � ����eV
�

n�
������

where n heir is the principle quantum number of the bound electron�

��� Theory of slow ion�atomic collisions

Classical Approach

����� Classical�Trajectory Monte Carlo Method

In ����	 Abrines and Percival ���	 ���� introduced this method in ion�atom collision
studies� They used classical mechanics to study electron capture and ionization in
the collision p�H at intermediate velocity� Since then	 this method was extensively
used by many authors ��	 ��	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ���� to study di�erent inelastic pro�
cesses including ionization� In this method the collision is simulated using classical
mechanics	 while the initial conditions contain necessary quantal information� The
initial target electron is represented by spatial and momentum distributions that
are calculated quantum mechanically� The target core ion is described by a model
such as a screened Coulomb potential� The independent�electron model ���	 ����
is used for many electron atoms� The impact parameter and the initial position and
momentum of the target electron are chosen randomly� Di�erent reaction channels
are identi
ed by looking at the 
nal states �position and momentum of the three
collision products� when the collision partners are in
nitely separated� The proce�
dure is repeated for a large number of trajectories � ���� ���� The cross sections
are determined statistically from the number of events that lead to each channel�
By reactions	 in which	 a quantum mechanical e�ect is dominant such as Tunneling	
the CTMC method can not be used�

Utilizing the rapid development in computers	 in ���� ��� Olson developed the
method by directly including all the electrons on the target atom� This method
was called the n�body CTMC �nCTMC�� In order to maintain parity with the
experimental progress	 incremental extensions have been made to the CTMC method
so that now model potentials based on Hartree�Fock calculations can be used to
describe the electron�nuclear interactions ����� In addition	 electrons on both target
and projectile centers can be incorporated ���� so that dynamical screening of the
nuclei during the collision ���� and direct inclusion of the e�e interaction in the
post collision regime ���� can be also described� One of the strength of CTMC is
that it yields a complete determination of the momenta of the product states of a
collision� This makes it possible to calculate the impact parameter dependence of
any inelastic process	 the scattering angle of the projectile	 and the energy loss �gain�
by the projectile� Full information can be obtained about recoil ions ����� For this
reason the CTMC method has accompanied the recoil ion momentum spectroscopy
development since its early days until now�
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Using this method Olson ��� introduced one of the most surprising theoretical
predictions in the slow ion atom collisions which is the existence of a so called saddle
point ionization mechanism� The relative importance of this mechanism has been
discussed within the theoretical framework of classical mechanics ��	 ��	 ���� as
well as in various quantum mechanical approaches ��	 ��	 ��	 ����

Saddle Point Ionization Mechanism

On the grounds of classical mechanics	 Olson suggested this mechanism� The po�
tential between the projectile and the residual ion has a point �the saddle point�
where no force acts on an electron moving between them� As projectile and target
separate	 the potential rises and hence electrons traveling with the velocity of this
saddle could be left stranded in the continuum between the target and projectile ����
Experimental attempts to identify a saddle point feature in the continuum electron
spectra resulted in both positive and negative evidence for such a mechanism but at
velocities so high that the whole concept of saddle point electrons was questionable�
On the theoretical side	 the saddle point process received an alternative formulation
in terms of the hidden crossings theory� This Theory will be discussed later in this
chapter� In this theory two major processes are identi
ed	 T � and S�process	 respec�
tively� In both processes the electron is promoted to continuum via series of hidden
crossings in the complex R plane of the quasimolecular states formed during the
collision� In this language	 the T process corresponds to a saddle�point promotion�
Experimentally	 a great deal of work has been dedicated to searching for evidence
for saddle point electrons	 with vague results� An electron distribution centered on
the saddle point is expected to shift with changing projectile and velocity according
to

��
Vs �

��
Vp

� �
q

qp
qt

������

where
��
Vp and

��
Vs are the projectile and saddle�point velocities	 and qt and qp are the

target and projectile charges	 respectively� The 
rst experimental investigation of
this mechanism was carried out by Olson et al� ��� by studying ionization during
the collision p � He within a projectile energy range of ������keV� A broad peak
observed in the electron velocity spectrum at an angle of observation of ��o was
considered as an evidence for the existence of a saddle point ionization mechanism�
Most of the subsequent work focused on studying that peak ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ����
A major advance came from the work of D�orner et al� ���� They applied the
Cold Target Recoil�Ion Momentum Spectroscopy �COLTRIMS� to obtain a much
more detailed di�erential picture of the velocity distributions of electrons emitted
in collisions of protons with He at projectile velocities ����	 ����	 and ���� a�u��
They found that at large impact parameters nearly all electrons are in a board
range around the saddle point� To answer the question whether the electron
longitudinal velocity distribution does follow Eq� ����	 Kravis et al� ��� and
Abdallah et al� ��� performed a series of experiments with light	 bare ions colliding
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with He and Ne� It was concluded that the maximum of the electron distribu�
tions did not follow the velocity and charge state dependence predicated by Eq� �����

Quantum Mechanical Approach

When the velocity of the projectile Vp is comparable to or less than the typical
target electron orbital velocity	 a transient molecule is formed during the collision
which plays a major role in determining the inelastic processes that take place	
including excitation	 charge transfer and ionization� The two nuclei come close to
each other and there is enough time that an electron is shared temporarily by both
nuclei� In this regime	 any perturbative treatment of collision is expected to give
poor results due to the strong interaction between the projectile ion	 target atom
and the target atom active electron� The need for rigorous quantum nonperturbative
treatment then arises� One commonly used approximation in this velocity range is
so�called �semi�classical approximation�	 whereby the electrons motion is described
quantum mechanically while the nuclear motion is described classically�

����� The Quasi�Molecular Model� Diabatic Verses Adia�
batic

Time Dependent Formalism

We consider a projectile of charge Zp incident on a hydrogen�like�atom with a nu�
clear charge ZT � The center of mass coordinate is shown in Fig� ���� The total
Hamiltonian of this system can be divided into two parts in order to separate the
fast motion of the electrons �the electronic Hamiltonian Hel� from the slow motion
of nuclei �a nuclear part TR� ����

H � TR � Hel ������

where

TR � � �

��
r�

R ������

Hel �
Zp ZT

R
� r�

r �
Zp

r�
� ZT

r�
������

where � is the reduced mass of the nuclei�

The total wave function 		 which is the solution of the time�dependent
Schr�odinger equation

H 	 � E 	 ������

cab be expanded into an orthonormal basis set of electronic wave function 
i �R	r�

	 �
X
i

F �R� 
i �R� r� ������
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ZT

Zp
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r2
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r

Figure ���� Coordinate system used to describe the collision of a bare ion Zp with
atom of nuclear charge ZT �

substituting Eq� ���� and Eq� ���� in Eq� ����	 multiplying the left by � jj and
integrating over the electronic coordinates	 one gets the set of coupled equations�

TR� � jjHeljj � �E� Fj�R� � �X
i�� j

� ijHeljj � � �

�
� ijrRjj � � rR� Fi�R�

������
where second order terms in � jr�j � were neglected�
The left hand side of Eq� ���� contains the elastic scattering in the j channel for

a collision energy E� The right hand side contains the coupling terms which induce
electronic transition between the channel jj � and the other channels ji �� The term
� ijHeljj �� �ij �R� represents the electronic coupling term and � ijrRjj � rR

is the dynamic coupling term�

In order to use Eq� ���� in calculations for inelastic processes	 one must use a
suitable basis function 
i�R� r� that has the correct asymptotic behavior �as the two
atoms set of in
nitely separated��

Adiabatic Representation

If the molecular orbitals �MOs� are chosen as basis	 then

� ijHeljj �� �ij �R� �ij � �Aj �R� ������
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where
�ij �� ijj ��� 
ij
j � ������

Then Eq� ���� reduces to

TR � �Aj �R�� E� Fj�R� � �X
i�� j

�

�
� ijrRjj � � rR Fi�R� ������

Therefore	 in this representation only the dynamical coupling exists between di�erent
channels� This representation is referred to as the adiabatic representation as it
inherently allows the electronic cloud to adapt to the slowly moving nuclei�

Diabatic Representation

Alternatively	 one can look for a basis set functions 
i�r� that do not depend on R�
One may choose atomic orbitals �AOs�	 for instance� The coupling then arises from
the electronic term� �ij�R� will no longer be diagonal

� ijHeljj �� �Dij �R� ������

and Eq� ���� is rewritten as

TR � �Dj �R�� E� Fj�R� � �X
i�� j

�Dij�R� Fi�R� ������

Such representation is usually called Diabatic representation�

����� Dynamical Coupling Terms

The physical meaning of the dynamical coupling terms is best seen within a semi�
classical treatment of the collision� In a time dependent version	 the expansion
shown in Eq� ���� is now written as

	�t� R� r� �
X
i

ai�t�i�R� r� ������

The time�dependent Schr�odinger equation therefore reads

i
�

� t
	�t� R� r� � H	�t� R� r� ������

Substituting Eq� ���� in Eq� ���� and making use of the orthonormality of the basis
i	 the set of the coupled equations are written now as follows

i
d

dt
aj �

X
i

� jjH � i
�

�t
ji � ai�t� ������
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where the term � jjH� i ��t ji � contains the dynamical coupling� By de
ning the
scattering plane to be the XZ plane	 the operator �

�t
can be reexpressed as

�

�t
�

d

dR

�

�R
�

d�

dt

�

��
� VR

�

�R
� Vp

b

R�
iLY ������

where b is the impact parameter	 Vp is the initial projectile velocity	 VR is the radial
velocity	 � is the angle of rotation of the internuclear axis	 and iLy�

�
��
is the

electronic orbital angular momentum operator perpendicular to the collision plane�

The dynamical coupling term is then rewritten as

� ij �
�t
jj � � VR � ij �

�R
jj � �

Vpb

R�
� ij i

iLY

jj � ������

Radial Coupling

The 
rst term in Eq� ����	 VR � ij ��t jj �	 represents the radial coupling term�
It describes the tendency of the electronic charge cloud to maintain its position
along the internuclear axis as the particles approach and couples molecular states of
the same symmetry	 i�e�	 the states which have the same projection of the angular
momentum on the internuclear axis� This projection is represented by the quantum
number m� In other words	 the radial coupling term couples molecular states for
which �m � �	 e�g� � � �� � � ��

Rotational Coupling

The second term in Eq� ����	 Vpb
R� � ijiLY jj �	 called the rotational coupling

term couples molecular states that are obeying the rule �m � ��� � � �� � �
� for instance� On the contrary to the radial coupling	 the rotational coupling
arises from rotation of the internuclear axis as the internuclear distance of the two
colliding particles changes� Per de
nition the molecular orbitals are attached to the
internuclear axis� Thus	 in order to maintain their identity during the collision they
have also to rotate with respect to a 
xed frame� If molecular forces were not acting
on the orbital it would tend to stay space 
xed as shown in Fig� ��� and thereby
clearly change its symmetry with respect to the internuclear axis from � at an early
time to � at later time� This is what is called rotational	 or sometimes Coriolis	
coupling� The L� operator which is responsible for this essentially geometric e�ect
just couples molecular states with �m � ���

����� Molecular Orbital Approximation

The molecular orbital approximation assumes an independent particle model in
which the stationary states of the transient molecule are built up of a product of one
electron orbital wave functions� Thus	 the total electronic wave function can be de�
scribed by stating the electron con
guration in terms of molecular orbitals� At small
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B

A

pσ

pσ ± pπ

pπ

R1 R2

Figure ���� Schematic of molecular orbitals during a collision process� Space��xed
p orbital �rotational coupling active� which from the molecular �internuclear� axis
is e	ectively seen as a � orbital at distance R� and as a � orbital at R��

internuclear distances �R � �� the molecular orbitals go over into atomic orbitals
of the united atom �UA limit�� Since energy levels of the united atom are usually
well known or easily estimated	 one can obtain the energies of the molecular states
at R � �� At medium internuclear distribution the molecular orbitals �MO� can be
described fairly accurately as a linear combination of atomic orbitals �LCAO�� At
very large internuclear distances where theMO approximation at times becomes in�
accurate	 one can specify the wave function of the entire system in terms of the wave
functions of the separate atoms �AO approximation� SA limit�� It is important to
mention	 that in addition to the potential energy the electrons have kinetic energy in
the CM system since they move with the nuclei� The electron translational factors
�ETF �s� introduced by Bates and McCarroll ���� in the electronic wavefunction
account for this to ensure Galilean invariance� The most common ETF �s are simple
exponential functions of the electron momentum	 pi e

ip�r�

Correlation Diagrams

During the transition between the SA limit and the UA limit	 molecular orbitals
are formed� Due to the symmetry considerations	 atomic orbitals in the SA limit
evolve to certain molecular orbitals at intermediate internuclear distances and 
�
nally to speci
c atomic orbitals in the UA limit� This kind of correspondence is
usually represented by molecular orbital correlation diagram� In addition some of
these diagrams show not only the electronic energy but also add the heavy particle
potential energy�

For the purpose of illustration	 we discuss the correlation diagram of the H��H
collision system� This genuine one electron system is the prototype of a three�body
Coulomb problem� Fig� ��� shows the correlation diagram of H�

� molecule� the
united atom He��n�l� limit on the left side and the separated atom limit H�H�nl�
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Figure ��
� Lowest four potential curves of H�
� � The united atom He��n�l� limit

is on the left side and the separated atom limit H � H�nl� on the right side of
the �gure�

on the right side of the 
gure� When describing this system quantum mechanically
in the MO picture	 the wavefunction in Eq� ���� has to contain both g and u states
which are linear combination �LCAO� of atomic orbitals located at the nuclei� In
resonant charge exchange for example the asymptotic wavefunction is given by

	��r� � �	�s�g�r�� 	�p�u�r���
p
� ������

r being the electron coordinate and the � referring to the electron being localized at
one proton or the other	 respectively� During the collision the probability amplitudes
for the two states involved change since di�erent phases are picked up on the �s�g
and �p�u potential energy curves	 depending on the impact parameter b and the
energy E� Thus	 for large internuclear distance	 R�		 we will 
nd the system in
a state

	��r� � �ag�t �	� b�	�s�g�r� � au�t �	� b�	�p�u�r���
p
� ������

which has to be compared with Eq� ����� Thus	 the probability for 
nding the
electron at either of the protons	 � in Eq� ����	 will depend on the impact parameter
and collision energy� Fig� ����a� shows an example of an rotational coupling in the
transition H� �H��s� �� H� �H��p��
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A schematic picture of the relevant coupling terms is given in Fig� ����b�	 which
illustrates the relative importance of the rotational and radial coupling among the
ungerade �u� and gerade �g� states� we note from Fig� ����b� that the most signi
cant
interaction is the rotational coupling between the �p�u and �p�u states at close
internuclear distances where the two potential energy curves approach each other�

The �p�u
�p�u rotational coupling

For very small R values the �p�u and �p�u states are nearly degenerate� The transi�
tion between these two states	 induced by the V	b�R

� � �p�ujLyj�p�u � rotational
coupling term leads to the selective excitation of the H��p� state ����� It should be
stressed that the selective �p excitation through the �p���p� rotational coupling is
a common feature of K shell interactions as has indeed been observed both in inner
and outer shell collision processes�

Very recently	 the electron momentum distributions for the p�H collision system
have been calculated by Macek and Ovchinnikov ���	 ��� using an alternative basis
set called Sturmain basis� Base on these calculations	 the two�
ngered structure of
the electron momentum distribution has been explained� They have suggested that
the ionization process begins with rotational coupling of the �p� orbital occupied
by the incoming active electron into a �p� one at small internuclear distances� The
�p� orbital is then eventually promoted via a series of radial crossings �the so�called
T process� into the continuum	 keeping the � character� This description of the
ionization process will be helpful in the interpretation of our results	 Since there are
no theoretical calculations of the electron momentum distributions for the systems
studied in this work�

����� Hidden Crossings Theory

This theory is an extension of the adiabatic theory� It describes non�adiabatic tran�
sitions in slow atomic collisions and has been thoroughly reviewed by Solov�ev �����
The theory based on the analytic continuation of the adiabatic potential curves into
the complex plane �where they become potential surfaces�� Since the Hamiltonian is
an analytic function of the internuclear distance the potential surfaces are di�erent
sheets of the same analytic function connected by branch points where the curves
cross exactly ����� These crossings are called hidden crossings because they can not
be identi
ed with any crossings of the real potential curves� They can therefore be
distinguished from the well known avoided crossings� Transitions between levels via
hidden crossings are determined by branch points connecting them� These complex
branch points can be interpreted physically� The real part indicates the region of
the internuclear distances where the transitions take place	 while the imaginary part
determines the transition probability �a small imaginary part corresponds to a large
transition probability��

As an illustration	 let us assume two diabatic potential curves U��R� � Eo �
� R and U��R� � Eo � � R� The two levels interact via a potential W which is
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(a)

(b)

Figure ���� �a� Rotational coupling in the transition H��H��s��H��H��p��
Collisions in which the nuclei scatter to �o are represented��a���e� illustrate a
very slow collision� �a� The electrons begin in the ungerade superposition of �s
atomic states� �b� for small internuclear separations� this state becomes a �p�
united�atom state� �c�� �d� If the internuclear axis rotates slowly� the electronic
state follows� �e� As the nuclei move apart� the electronic state again becomes
the ungerade superposition of �s states� No transition has occurred� �f���j�
illustrate the consequence of more rapid motion on the same path� �f�� �g� just
as �a�� �b�� �c� If the internuclear axis rotates too rapidly� the electronic state
might not follow� �d� As the axis rotates further� the electronic state becomes
�p�� �e� The �p� molecular state dissociates into the ungerade superposition
of separated�atom states� states� The transition occurred because the electrons
could not follow the rapidly rotating internuclear axis� �b� E	ective couplings
paths for u and g manifolds in H��H��s� collisions� ���� represents rotational
coupling and ��� �� is the radial coupling� Thickness of connecting arrow
indicates qualitative importance �adapted from ������
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independent of R �as in Landau�Zener model�� The corresponding adiabatic energy
levels are

E��R� � Eo �
q
�� R�� � W � ������

E��R� � Eo �
q
�� R�� � W � ������

These two curves pseudo�cross at the interaction point of the diabatic levels� In
the complex plane of R	 E� � E� at the two branch points Rc � � i

�
W � Near the

branch points Rc	 the energy di�erence between the two adiabatic states is

� E�R� � E��R�� E��R� � A
q
R� Rc ������

where A is a constant� Upon moving around a branch point Rc	 states are switched�
At low relative velocities v of the nuclei the probability of a transition is expressed
through the contour integral of the energy di�erence around the branch point

P � exp����
VP
� ������

where Vp is the collision velocity� � is the Massey parameter and is given as a
contour integral in the complex plane

� � jIm
Z tc

Re
tc�
� E�R�t��Vpdtj ������

where tc is the complex root of the equation R�tc� � Rc	 and R�t� is the time
dependent internuclear distance�

Three types of hidden crossings have been found� First calculations by
Solov�ev ���� revealed series of branch points	 which were denoted as the S�series�
This series is associated with transitions while moving from the SA limit to the UA
limit� Therefore electron promotion to the continuum happens via this process while
the two nuclei are approaching each other� Later Ovchinnikov and Solov�ev ����
discovered the so�called P � and T �series� The P �series only arise when there is a
small di�erence in charge� The T �series are associated with diabatic transitions of
electrons located on the top of the internuclear potential barrier �which is the saddle
point� to higher levels� Therefore electrons are promoted to the continuum while
the two nuclei are receding from each other� The T process is the equivalent of the
�classical� saddle point ionization mechanism�

Detailed study of the H� H system within framework of the theory of hidden
crossings was carried out by M� Pieksma ����� The two types of hidden crossings for
this system are shown in Fig� ��� and ���� One can notice that the S�type crossings
lead to continuum while the two centers are approaching each other� On the other
hand the T �type crossings lead to the continuum while they are departing from each
other� Fig ���	 illustrates the spiral shape surface leading from one level to another
by moving around a branch point�
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Figure ���� Potential energy curves for H�
� quasimolecule� �a� along the real axis

����o� and �b� along an axis in the complex plane which makes an angle ��
���o

with the real axis� The S�type hidden crossings can be seen in �b���Adapted from
M� Pieksma �������
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Figure ���� The same as Fig� ���� but now in the complex R
�

� plane showing the
T �type hidden crossings� In �a� the path was chosen along the real R

�

� axis� In
�b�� the path is taken along a straight line path that passes close to successive T
branch points��Adapted from M� Pieksma �������
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Figure ���� Real part of the potential energy as a function of the complex inter�
nuclear distance R for two levels connected by an S�type branch point� �Adapted
from M� Pieksma �������
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����	 Direct Solutions of the Time Dependent Schr
odinger
Equation On a Grid

An additional approach for ion�atom collisions is the direct solution of the time
dependent Schr�odinger equation on a numerical lattice ���	 ���	 ���	 ���	 �����
Due to the long�range nature of the Coulomb electrostatic force	 however	 only the
substantial advances in computer technology over the last few years have allowed
the possibility of carrying out full three�dimensional lattice calculations� A general
advantage of the lattice method lies in its application over a wide energy range�
A numerical lattice method makes no assumption regarding the suitability of any
particular basis set expansion� A further advantage is that collision dynamics may
be easily visualized since the total wave function is calculated explicitly as a function
of time� Lattice size is generally the main determinant of overall computational time�

�D	 �D and recently �D lattice solutions have been employed to study dif�
ferent processes in the ion�atom collisions	 especially in the p�H collision sys�
tem ���	 ���	 ���	 ����� Kolakowska et al� ���� have solved the Schr�odinger
equation for the p � H collision system using two di�erent lattice techniques	 the

nite�di�erence method and Fourier collection method	 to obtain a discrete repre�
sentation of the wave function and all operators on a three Cartesian coordinates
grid� The collision dynamics are revealed by examination of time�evolving electron
probability density dots� Furthermore	 Wells and Co�workers ���� have obtained
ionization cross sections by projecting the wave function onto the stationary states
of the target�

To employ such technique to study a two�electron collision system such as the
collision system investigated in this work	 the numerical solution must be done
on a ��dimensional lattice� The implementation of such calculation with su cient
resolution can not be realized because of the extension of the computational ex�
pensive� The lattice approach is extended to two electron targets using the time�
dependent Hartree�Fock �TDHF� theory� The TDHF�method allows to calculate
systems by treating only one electron in an explicitly time dependent screened po�
tential ���	 �����

The Time Dependent Hartree Fock Theory

In the TDHF approach	 one assumes that the many�electron wave function can	
for all times	 be characterized with su cient accuracy as a Slater determinant of
one�electron orbitals� Variation of the electron integral ���� ����

J �
Z

dt � 
jHel � idtj
 � ������

with respect to the one�electron wave functions 
�j leads to the standard set of N
coupled	 non�linear di�erential equations known as the TDHF equations� For the
two�electron system such as He�� �He system	 they take the form
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i
�

� t

j � ho
j � �D � A�
j j � �� �� ������

where ho is the one�particle Hamiltonian	D is the screened potential calculated from
the charge distribution of the electrons and A is the exchange potential� Concerning
the He���He system	 the ionic motion which is decoupled from the electronic mo�
tion is represented by Coulomb trajectory for two point charges� When all electrons
in the initial state occupy the similar orbital	 the position parts of both one�electron
wavefunctions will agree with one another� Thus	 the TDHF �approximation can be
applied for this system and one only needs to calculate the time development of the
one�electron wavefunction	 because the development of both one�electron wavefunc�
tions followed the same equation� In the case that the spin of the two electrons are
anti�parallel	 the second term in Eq� ���� can be simpli
ed to

�D � A�
���r � �
Z

d
��
r�
j
���r� �j
j��r ���r� j


���r � ������

Several studies are performed on the He�� � He system utilizing the TDHF
method ���	 ���	 �����

The Two Centre Momentum Space Disretization Method

This method was introduced by E� Sidky and C�D� Lin ���� in an attempt to solve
the time�dependent Schr�odinger equation exactly	 in the numerical sense� They con�
struct the electron wavefunction in momentum space� The wavefunction is expanded
in spherical harmonics about both target and projectile centers	 both of which are
stationary in momentum space	 assuming a straight�line projectile trajectory� The
two�center expansion limits the number of harmonics necessary thereby reducing
the computational e�ort� The main advantage of expressing the wavefunction in
momentum space is that one knows that the wavefunction is con
ned	 i�e	 the wave�
function goes to zero for large momentum� To avoid di culties in evaluating the
convolution integrals present in the momentum space Schr�odinger equation	 they
have transformed the basis to coordinate space following a similar strategy to the
three�dimensional Fourier gride method ����� They have employed this technique
to solve the Schr�odinger equation for proton impact at energies from � to ���keV
on atomic hydrogen and at an impact�parameter value of ��� a�u� ����� The colli�
sion system is viewed in standard semiclassical framework	 where the internuclear
motion is classical and the electron is treated fully quantum mechanically� Further�
more	 the projectile motion is assumed rectilinear with constant velocity ��v and
impact parameter

��
b � To account for the two�center nature of the collision system

the momentum space wavefunction ! is expanded in spherical harmonics about both
nuclear centers

!���p � t� �X
l�m

"Tl�m�p� t�Yl�m�#p� � e�i

��p �
��
R� �

�
v�t�
X
l�m

"Pl�m�q� t�Yl�m�#q� ������
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where ��q � ��p ���v and
��
R � ��v t���b ������

"T and "P are functions in momentum space which depend on time and the magnitude
of the momentum with respect to the target and projectile respectively� Although
no explicit mention of rotational coupling was made in the calculation	 the results
reproduced the two�
ngered structure seen in the data of D�orner et al� ���� This
structure was identi
ed within their formalism as being caused by a two�island struc�
ture� one island is associated with target projectile�centered basis states and one
with target�centered states� More recently	 Sidky and Co�workers �� have employed
this method to investigate the role of the saddle�point promotion� They have ob�
served that only a small fraction of the continuum electrons released for � a�u� p on
H originate from the saddle promotion scheme� They have provided a classi
cation
of ejected electrons into saddle point and kinetic electrons and their results show
that this classi
cation is valid for a broad range of impact energies� They found in
classical calculating as well as in using their TCMSD�method a signi
cant emission
of fast forward electrons	 i�e�	 Ve�z � Vp�

��� Basic Concepts in the Ion�Molecule Collisions

����� Fragmentation Process� Coulomb�Explosion Model

Fragmentations	 in which all fragments are positively charged	 are often referred to
as Coulomb�Explosions �CE� and the following model is assumed� In the collision
process valence electrons are removed from the molecule during an interaction time
which is short on the time scale de
ned by the rotation and vibration periods of the
molecule� In this case the fragmentation dynamics is governed by the strong mutual
repulsion of the positive ions	 and the kinetic energies and emission angles may be
computed by assuming Coulomb forces acting between point charges� The Coulomb
potential energy	 i�e	

V �r� �
q�q�
r

������

stored in the fragments at small distance is converted into kinetic energy as the frag�
ments move away from each other� This model produces approximately a Gaussiun
distribution for the energy of the emitted fragments centered around q�q�

ro
where ro

is the average internuclear distance� Due to its simplicity	 this model is frequently
used� However	 the energy spectra are sometimes reported to be insu cient if the
energy and angular spectra are studied in more detail	 i�e	 when	 for instance	 the
screening e�ects are included in the study�

����� Frank Condon Principle

In considering transitions between two electronic states in a molecule there is an
important principle known as the Frank�Condon Principle ���	 ����� In essence	
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Figure ���� Vertical transitions between two electronic states� in �a� r��e� r�e and
in �b� r��e � r�e� The transition D represents a dissociation�

it states that the electronic transitions from vibrational levels of one electronic state
to vibartional levels of another electronic state take place in a time much shorter
than that of a single vibration� Hence the nuclei	 because of their large masses	 have
very nearly the same positions and velocities before and after the transition which
takes about ����� sec� These are known as vertical transitions and are illustrated
in Fig� ���� The Figure also shows that the transition from the lower electronic
state occurs from points on the potential curve� This is to be expected classically
since such points correspond to extremes of the oscillatory motion where the velocity
is zero� Since the molecule spends more time in the vicinity of the extremes	 the
probability of a transition from these positions is increased� This idea was worked
out mathematically and put on quantum mechanical basis by Condon �����

Assume that the wavefunction of a vibrating molecule	 without rotation	 is written
in the Born�Oppenheimer approximation ���� as

	 � 	e	v ������

where 	e is a function of electronic coordinates with the nuclei in their equilibrium
positions and 	v is a vibrational eigenfunction� It is also assumed that

� 	ef j	ei � � � ������

where i and f refer to initial and 
nal states� The matrix element for the transition
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is

� 	f jRj	i � � � 	ef	vf jRe �Rvj	ei	vi � ������

in which Re is the transition moment operator for transitions electronic states and
Rv is the same for vinrational states� Expanding Eq�����

� 	f jRj	i ��� 	vf j	vi �� 	ef jRej	ei � � � 	ef j	ei �� 	vf jRvj	vi � ������

In view of the orthogonality of the electronic wavefunctions	 the second term will
vanish leaving

� 	f jRj	i � � � 	vf j	vi �� 	ef jRej	ei � ������

The two vibrational functions 	vi and 	vf belong to two di�erent electronic states
with di�erent potential functions� There is	 therefore	 no requirement for 	vi and
	vf to be orthogonal� The integral �	vi$	vf�	 known as the overlap integral or
the Frank � Condon integral	 multiplies the electronic transition matrix element
�Eq� ����� and therefore	 exerts an important in�uence on the intensity of a transi�
tion� Near the end points	 the overlap integral is greater	 hence the probability of a
transition is increased� Thus	 either classically or quantum mechanically the most
probable transitions are those that occur when the nuclei scarcely move �����

����� Energy Distribution of the emitted Fragments� Re�
�ection method

Collisional fragmentation of a molecule by a charged particle can usually be described
as a two�step process� a vertical Frank�condon electronic transition induced during
the collision	 followed by dissociation of the excited molecular state� The kinetic
energy of the emitted fragments is 
xed by the electronic transition induced in the
molecule and the internuclear separation at the instant of electronic excitation� This
is easily seen in a potential energy diagram like that in Fig����� For a particular
electronic transition the total kinetic energy of the fragments is seen to be the
distance above the dissociation limit of the point on the upper potential curve to
which transition takes place� The energy distribution of the fragments may be
determined approximately by the re�ection method ����	 in which the square of
the ground�state vibrational eigenfunction is re�ected in the upper potential curve
onto the energy axis� The matrix�element which represents the energy of a emitted
fragment can be obtained by

T � A� � %f �R� r�jV j%i�R� r� � ������

where A is a constant	 %f�R� r� and %i�R� r� are the initial and 
nal state of the
molecule and V is the potential of the projectile� Upon the Frank � condon prin�
ciple	 during the electronic transition	 relative position of nuclei do not change�
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� � from
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proton energy spectra produced by Frank�Condon transitions and subsequent
dissociation of the replusive states of H�

� and H�H� ������ D represents the
dissociation limit�
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Therefore	 R is constant during the transition� By carrying out the integration over
the electronic wavefunction	 this becomes

T � A � Ue� � f ji � ������

where Ue �� 
f�R� r�jV j
i�R� r� � is the matrix element for the electronic transi�
tion from the initial state �i� to the 
nal state �f�� By de
ning UN as the matrix�
element for the transition of the nuclei from the initial state �i� to the 
nal state
�f�	 then Eq� ���� becomes

T � A � Ue � UN ������

Since cross section is proportional to T �	 then

� 
 A� U�
e U�

N ������

Calculation of U�
N requires knowledge of f and i� In the re�ection approximation

assumes that f can be replaced by an appropriately normalised � function ���	 ����

f � S ��R�Rc� ������

at the classical turning point Rc�

����� Angular Distributions of the emitted Fragments�
Axial�Recoil Approximation

Since the collision time and the dissociation time are both small compared to the
rotational time of the molecule	 the fragments dissociate along the direction which
the intermolecular axis had prior to the collision� This means that the trajectories
of the fragments will indicate the orientation of the target molecule in space� Based
on this idea	 the so�called �Axial�Recoil method� has been developed and used to
calculate the orientation of the emitted fragments ���	 ����� The probability of a
transition to a speci
c dissociation state depends on the symmetry of the wavefunc�
tions of the emitted ions and electrons����� This symmetry can be described by the
orientation of the emitted fragments with respect either to the momentum change
vector K �where K� kf �ki� or to the direction of the incident projectile ki� When
the collision process exclusively induces dipole transitions	 the cross section for the
orientation of the emitted fragments is proportional to ����

� 
 jK �Mj� ������

where M is the dipole matrix element for the transition to a dissociation state�
Zare et al� ���� have discussed the transformation from jK �Mj� to the lab�system
for the H� molecule� Applying their transformation	 the angular distribution should
be given by
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I� � B�cos��cos�� �
�

�
sin��sin��� ������

where � is the polar angle between one of the emitted fragments and the direction
of the incident projectile� � is the angle between K and the momentum vector of
one of the emitted fragments� B is a constant which depends on the energy of the
incident projectile�

��� Theoretical Models of the Slow Ion�Molecule

Collisions

����� Modi�ed Molecular�Orbital�Expansion Method

The molecular orbital expansion incorporating the ETF �electron translation factor�
e�ect has been modi
ed and employed by Kimura ��� to study the ion�molecule
collisions� He has used this method to investigate the charge transfer in H��H�

collision in the energy range from ��� to �� keV � Two�state semiclassical close�
coupling calculations have been performed to examine the ion�molecule collision
dynamics� The molecular states used as expansion basis have been obtained by
using the diatoms�in�molecules �DIM� method �
rst proposed by Ellison ���� as
function of the internuclear distance R and two molecular orientation angles 
 and
�� Fig� �����a� displays the coordinate of the laboratory frame used by Kimura� The
calculated adiabatic potential curves are shown in Fig� �����b� for several values of
� with 
��� The 
gure indicates that for the ground state �H��H��	 although
molecular orientation e�ects are apparent for R �� a�u�	 the potential curves are
essentially identical for R �� a�u�	 independent of molecular orientation� The same
adiabatic curves calculated this time for various 
 at 
xed �� ��o are presented in
Fig� �����c�� The di�erences in shapes of the potentials	 corresponding to di�erent
values of 
 are relatively small compared to the � dependence shown in Fig� �����b��
He Also has found that the charge transfer cross section is very sensitive to the
molecular orientation at energies below ��� keV and above �� keV � An example of
results is given in Fig� �����d� and Fig� �����e��

����� Orientation�Dependent Atomic�orbital Expansion

Shingal et al� ���� have studied single capture �SC� process in collisions of protons
and He�� with ground�state H� molecules for projectile energies ranging from �
to ��� keV�amu� They have treated these ion�molecule collisions as an extension
of the ion�atom collisions� In their model	 the ground�state H� wavefunction was
treated as a linear combination of the atomic orbitals from the two atoms� Thus	
the electron�capture amplitude in ion�molecule collisions is expressed as the coher�
ent superposition of two amplitudes in ion�atom collisions with the relative phase
between the two amplitudes dependent on the collision velocity and the orientation
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(a)

(b) (c)

(e)(d)

Figure ����� �a� Coordinate in the laboratory frame for the H��H� system� �b�
Adiabatic potential curves as a function of internuclear distance R and angle
� with �xed ���o� �c� The same as �b� but angle � with �xed �� 
�o� �d�
Probability times impact parameter versus impact parameter as function of � at
E���� keV and �� �o� �e� The same as in �d� except E� �� keV �
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of the molecule� They have calculated the cross sections for the SC process as a
function of the impact parameter at a given orientation	 i�e�	

���� 
� �
Z �

	
bP �b�db ������

where P �b� is the electron capture probability at a given impact parameter b� The
total cross section can be calculated by averaging the cross sections obtained from
Eq� ���� over all orientations as follows

&� �
�

��

Z
���� 
�d' ������

One of the calculations done by Shingal et al� ���� using method is presented in
Fig� ����� They have investigated the orientation dependence ���dependence� of the
single capture in the p�H� collision system� Fig� �����a� displays the single capture
probability times the impact parameter	 i�e� b � P �b� as a function of the impact
parameter for a 
xed 
� �o at various angles � for E� �� keV � A weak orientation
dependence of the capture probability can be determined� The ��dependence be�
comes stronger for collision energy at �� keV 	 as can be seen in Fig� �����b�� They
found a strong orientation dependence for E� ������� keV 	 where the electron cap�
ture cross sections from the molecule parallel to the beam is ���� times less than
from molecules oriented perpendicular to the beam� In the lower energy region	 they
have shown that the e�ect of molecular orientation is very small�

����� CTMC Model

Wood et al� ���� has developed the classical trajectory Monte Carlo Model to study
double electron removal from H� by collisions with highly charged ions at impact
energies range from � eV�u to � GeV�u� This model for ion�molecule collisions
is an extension of that for ion�atom collisions described in section �����	 with the
exception that an additional target center is involved� This increases the complexity
to a 
ve�body problem� The Hamiltonian for the 
ve�body system is

H �
�X

i��

p�i
�mi

�
�X

i��

�X
j�i��

Vij ������

where pi is the momentum of a given particle	mi a particle�s mass	 rij i s the distance
between i and j	 and Vij is the potential between i and j� Each electron is initially
bound to its parent atomic center by the Coulomb force and has no dependence on
the other nucleus or the other electron� The two atom molecule is held together by
a Morse potential ����

Vm�R� � De��� e��
R�re��� ������

Where De is the dissociation energy	 R is the separation of the atomic centers	
and re i sthe separation de
ned such that Vm�re� is a minimum� The values for
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Figure ����� �a� Probability times impact parameter as a function of impact
parameter at �� keV � ���o� and �a� ���o� �b� �� 
�o� �c� �� ��o� �d� �� �o�
�b� Probability times impact parameter as a function of impact parameter at ��
keV � ���o� and �a� ���o� �b� �� ��o� �c� ����o� �d� �� �o�

De� ��� eV	 Re� ���� a�u�	 and Be� ���� a�u� are determined from spectroscopic
data ����� To extend the CTMC method to the H� molecule	 addition quantities
must be generated for the position and momentum of both atomic centers� It is
assumed that the molecule is in the ground vibrational state with a separation
distance selected randomly from its vibrational Gaussian squared distribution� The
distribution is centered about the minimum of the potential well �Re� ��� a�u�� of
the Morse potential� This implementation is necessary to obtain the correct Frank�
Condon energy distribution of the dissociating protons for the isolated molecule�
The electrons are placed on the atoms as described for this simple hydrogenlike
case ���	 with the ionization potential for each electron set equal to ���� eV� The
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Figure ����� Energies of the protons after double electron removal by Xe���� The
left�hand side represents the total energy of both ions� and the right�hand side
represents energies of a single ion�

molecular axis is randomly oriented at the start of each trajectory� To investigate
the properties of the energy and momentum spectra of the fragments	 using this
model	 simulations have been made for the Xe����H� collision system over a broad
range of impact energies� The results are shown in Fig� �����

The left�hand side of Fig� ���� is the distribution for the sum of the energies
of both H� ions	 and the right�hand side is the energy distribution for individual
H� ions� The 
gure show that the total energy sum of the two ions increases as
the collision energy decreases� The high energy protons produced from impact at �
eV�u are due to a large collisional transfer of energy to the target from the projectile�
In essence	 This is a three�body Coulomb explosion between the positively charged
heavy ions since the collision time is quite extended� The extent of the Coulomb
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explosion is not as large as given by the simple ratio of the projectile to proton
charges	 since in these slow collisions the impact parameter range is extended to
almost �� a�u�� As the impact energy increases and the collision decreases	 less
energy is collisionally transferred to the target and the total energy approaches the
Frank � Condon transition energy of the isolated molecule	 �� eV�

��� Zero�Ranged Potential Model �ZRP �Model	

In their theoretical investigation of the saddle�point electron emission	
Burgd�orfer et al� ���� have introduced a new model referred to as Zero�Range
potential model���potential�� Exact di�erential ionization probabilities have been
calculated for inelastic ion�atom collisions in one dimension with interaction poten�
tials of zero range� The ��potential employed in their calculations is of interest for
two reasons ����� First	 it is one of the few exactly solvable quantum�mechanical
three�body problems� It therefore allows the exploring of three�body e�ects without
distortions owing to approximations� Second	 zero�ranged potentials represent	 to a
certain extent	 the opposite extreme to long�ranged Coulomb forces� Therefore	 this
model permits the identi
cation of features speci
cally related to interactions at
short distances� According to this method 	 the time dependent �electronic Hamil�
tonian� for �D ��potential is given by

H�D � � �
�

��

�Z�
� ZT ��z�� ZP ��z � vt� ������

In this equation	 the target frame has been adopted� Zp and ZT are the projectile
and target nuclear charges� v is the velocity of projectile� As usual	 the internu�
clear potential has been neglected since it gives rise to an irrelevant phase factor
in the wave function within a constant�velocity approximation� The corresponding
Hamiltonian for the �D ��problem is given by

H�D � � �
�
r� � ZT ��r�� ZP ��r� vt#z� ������

where the projectile trajectory is restricted to zero�impact parameter �head�on� col�
lisions and it is understood that ��r�	 when applied to the wave function	 takes
the form ���� ��r���cos����
��r���r	�r����r�� In each case	 the initial state is
assumed to be a �s�like bound state of the target� A new feature has been observed
in the electron momentum distribution calculated by Wang et� al� ����� This fea�
ture clearly visible in Fig� ���� is a sequence of higher�order binary encounter peaks
and dips at higher velocities in both the forward an backward directions� The or�
dinary binary encounter peak is located at k��v and results from a single head�on
collision between the target electron and the projectile described by a 
rst�Born
approximation to the transition operator

T 
�� � VP ������
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Figure ���
� ZP�v��� ZT �v��� the expected positions of resonance structures
�Eq� ����� are marked by arrows��adapted from ������

with VP � �Zp��z � vt� the electronic interaction with the projectile� The promi�
nence of the binary encounter �BE� peak for ion�atom collisions with � potentials
results from the fact that hard collisions are dominant for short�ranged potentials�
The peak observed at k � ��v corresponds to backward scattered BE electrons
having su�ered another hard collision with the target� Subsequent head�on colli�
sions alternately with the projectile and the target lead to a sequence of resonant
structures in the forward and backward direction at momenta

k � ��nv �n � �� �� ����� ������

with rapidly decreasing amplitude� They originate from partial amplitudes T �n�� in
forward direction and T �n in backward direction of the Born series� The resonant
structures are either peaks or dips depending on the relative sign of these multiple
knock�on amplitudes and the 
rst�order amplitude they interfere with either con�
structing or destructively� Since the multiple knock�on process involves simultane�
ous collisional interactions with both the target and the projectile they are intrinsic
three�body scattering e�ects� The sequence of multiple scattering peaks Eq� �����
has a classical analog in the Fermi Cosmic
ray acceleration model ���� of a
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ball bouncing back and forth between a moving and a stationary wall�

Very recently	 Macek et al� ���� have computed the electron distributions in
ion�atom collision system for both high and low ion velocities using this model� In
their calculations	 the exact solution have been express in the terms of g and u
Sturmain functions� Distributions at low velocity exhibit Fermi acceleration peaks
due to interference between g and u amplitudes� The exact electron distributions
corresponding to g and u states at low velocity v � � are shown in Figs� �����a�
and �����b�� For g state	 there is just one peak centered at k�v

�
and a small ridge at

k� � a�u�� For u state	 There is a node at the midpoint owing to symmetry require�
ments where two separated peaks are emerged� In Fig� �����c� shows the distribution
corresponding to an electron initially in the projectile� This distribution exhibits a
main peak at the midpoint� In addition	 there is a series of interference features�
Because the g and u distributions are smooth	 it is apparent that the oscillations
in the representation are due to interference between the g and u amplitudes� Fur�
thermore	 the oscillations in the forward and backward directions are out of phase
since the peaks are at ��n�����v in the forward direction and at ��n�����v in the
backward direction� Such peaks are attributed classically to Fermi acceleration
where the electron bounces back and forth between the target and the projectile�
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Figure ����� Electron distribution v�d�P�dk� vs k�v for v�� a�u�� Distributions
corresponding to �a� gerade and �b� ungerade symmetry and �c� the distribution
corresponding to an electron initially in the projectile are shown� Out of phase
oscillations corresponds to Fermi acceleration��adapted from ������
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Experimental Setup

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig� ���� The experiment
was performed at the at IKF�ECR facility in the university of Frankfurt� It is a
very powerful ion source capable of producing highly charged ions with energy up
to �� keV per charge� The incoming beam was collimated to beam spot of less
than � mm� by two pairs of collimators� The beam intersected a supersonic gas
jet� Ejected electrons and recoil ions produced in the target region were extracted
and accelerated in opposite directions toward position�sensitive�multi�channel�plate
detectors by an electric 
eld� Both detectors were oriented perpendicular to the
beam� Meanwhile	 the projectile ions were charge�state� analyzed and directed onto
a third position�sensitive detector except the main beam which was de�ected after
penetrating the target and dumped into a Faraday cup� Using standard coincidence
techniques the following reactions

He�� � H� � He�� � H�
� �e

�

He�� � H� � He� � H� � H� � e�

He�� � He � He�� � He� � e�

He�� � He � He� � He�� � e�

are investigated and their products are detected in time coincidence�

��� ECR beam line

The ion source installed in this beam line is a �����GHz ECR �Electron Cyclotron
Resonance� ion source� Detailed descriptions of the ion source have been pub�
lished ����� Generally speaking	 the mechanism for producing positive charge ions
inside an ECR ion source is electron impact ionization� In order to create highly
charged ions	 two conditions must be met� First	 the target ion has to be impacted
by energetic electrons many times	 because usually only one electron will be removed
from a target ion in a single ionization� Second	 the electrons need to be energetic	
because the binding energies of target electrons are higher for the inner shell elec�
trons� For an ECR ion source	 the 
rst requirement is met by con
ning electrons

��
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Figure 
��� Schematic sketch of the experimental setup illustrating the geome�
try of the three two�dimensional position sensitive detectors ��d�psd� for triple
coincidence between the ejected electrons� recoil ions and projectile ions�

and ions in a volume by magnetic 
elds� The magnetic 
eld used on an ECR ion
source is a combination of a radial 
eld with an axial 
eld� The magnetic 
eld
strength is a minimum in the center of the plasma chamber and increases in every
direction from the center	 a so called �minimum B� 
eld� con
guration� For this ion
source	 the radial 
eld is obtained from hexa� pole� permanent magnets� The axial
magnetic 
eld is supplied by two water cooled solenoid coils� The mirror ratio is
the ratio of the maximum 
eld strength at the magnetic mirror to the 
eld strength
at the center of the source� The higher mirror ratio	 the better plasma con
nement
is	 and the better the chance to produce highly charged ions� The second condition
to produce highly charged ions is met by injecting ����� GHz microwave into the
plasma chamber to heat up electrons� Electrons are accelerated or decelerated by
the electric 
eld component of the microwave and are performing cyclotron motion
around the magnetic 
eld lines inside the source� Once the electron cycotron fre�
quency is equal to the electric 
eld oscillating frequency �microwave frequency�	 the
electronic cyclotron motion becomes resonant �ECR�� The intensity of the output
ion beam increases with the injected microwave power� A positive voltage �extrac�
tion voltage	 Vextr� which can go up to ��keV is applied on the plasma chamber� the
rest of the beam line is at ground potential� An ion which loses its axial con
nement
sees the potential di�erence between the plasma chamber and the beam line� It will
follow the 
eld and be accelerated out of the source with energy of �Q � Vextr�keV�
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��� Target

High resolution recoil ion momentum spectrometer is based on well localized inher�
ently cold targets ensuring a perfect preparation of the initial target momentum	 i�e�	
the initial target motion �the initial target temperature� has to be strongly reduced
so that the target is well localized in the direction of the projectile�

����� Supersonic Gas Jet

In the recoil� ion spectrometers a well localized atomic or molecular target is gen�
erated exploiting the features of quasistatic adiabatic �i�e� isentropic� supersonic
expansion of the gas target� This method of producing atomic beams was 
rst pro�
posed by Kantrowig and Grey ����� In this case a dense gas is allowed to expand
through a very narrow nozzle� The condition in this limit is that

d � �����

where d is the diameter of the container�s aperture	 the � is the mean free path of
atoms in the source �container�� This results in many inter�atomic and atom�wall
collisions before the particles escape the nozzle� These conditions result in thermal
cooling of the particles in which the random motion is converted into directional
energy in the direction of �ow� The jet envelope is elliptical in shape with the long
axis in the direction of the gas �ow� This shape is due to the superposition of the
directional velocity of the jet and the random e�usive velocity� The expanding gas
is then skimmed in one or two stages in order to �a� add more directionality to the
atom beam	 �b� throw away the slower part of the jet envelope	 and �c� reduce the
number of the scattered particles in the collision chamber� Usually	 the skimmer has
a conical shape which contributes in reducing the e�ect of scattered particles on the
gas� jet �ow through the ori
ce�

In our experiment	 ��stages supersonic gas jet is used to produce a well geomet�
rically de
ned and localized gas jet� This supersonic gas jet is produced by allowing
the He gas �or H�� at a pressure of �� bar and at the room temperature to expand
upward through a ���m nozzle into a 
rst vacuum chamber� After the expansion	
the atoms move with a momentum of pjet

Pjet � �� � k � To �MR�
��� �����

which is about ��� a�u� for helium at To � ��� K� The jet then passes through a ����
mm skimmer into a second vacuum chamber� The pressure in this stage is about
� � ���� mbar� The inner jet fraction passes through another skimmer of ��� mm
into the collision chamber yielding an atomic beam with a diameter of ��� mm at
the intersection point with the projectile beam� The target chamber is maintained
at a pressure of � � ���� mbar� Finally the jet is collected by an evacuated catcher
on the opposite side of the target chamber�
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Figure 
��� Schematic representation Of COLTRIMS apparatus�

The actual quality of the jet is expressed by its speed ratio

S � ��To��T �
��� �����

where T is the leftover internal jet temperature after the expansion� The speed ratio
of our jet system is about ��� Thus accordingly to eq� ���	 the jet has an internal
temperature near ��� K which corresponds for He to a momentum spread of ����
a�u�� The Target density is estimated about ��� � ����cm�� at the intersection point
in the target chamber� This density corrsponds to a target surface density of about
� � ���	cm��� The exact dimensions of the jet system is shown in Fig� ����
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��� Reaction Microscope
 Momentum spectrom�

eter

The next challenging important task was to 
nd 
eld con
gurations which guide
particles with di�erent masses �electrons and ions� and energies toward the position
sensitive detectors� The program SIMION ���� allows us to do very accurate
representation and simulation of the electrostatic system �spectrometer� used to
achieve a projection of these very di�erent particles� The schematic of a coincident
momentum space imaging spectrometer used in our experiment is shown in Fig� ����
The spectrometer consists of two main parts� the electron spectrometer and the
recoil ion spectrometer� A high acceleration 
eld was used in order to detect the
fragments resulted from the dissociation of the H� molecule� E� �� V�mm� This
electric 
eld has been produced using two power supplies connected to the ends
of the spectrometer� This generates a potential di�erence between the two ends
of the spectrometer� This potential has been distributed on the electrodes of the
spectrometer by a chain of resistors�

����� RIM spectrometer

All COLTRIMS spectrometers used with supersonic gas jet targets apply a projec�
tion technique� An electric 
eld guide recoil ions from the reaction zone �the small
overlap volume of the gas jet with the projectile beam� onto the position sensitive
detector� From the position and TOF of ions	 the momentum of the recoil ion
can be calculated� In RIM spectrometers which exploit homogeneous electric 
elds
only	 the momentum resolution in the two dimensions perpendicular to the electric

eld is determined by the extension of the interaction volume and the ion time of
�ight� To circumvent these restrictions of the extended reaction volume	 we have
used an electrostatic focusing lens in the extraction 
eld� The detector is placed in
the focal point	 so that ions created at slightly di�erent positions but with the same
momentum vector hit the detector at the same position� The implementation of a
lens in the extraction 
eld	 however	 changes the focusing properties in the time�of�
�ight direction� Thus	 lens and length of the drift region have to be adjusted such
that the focus length for the TOF and the special focusing by the lens coincide� In
general	 the implementation of a lens requires a longer drift region compared to a
spectrometer with homogeneous 
elds�

As mentioned above	 the three�dimension focusing �i�e� the time and position
focusing� can be achieved by using the lens in the acceleration region together with
the drift region� To optimize the properties of the spectrometer	 the relation between
the length of the drift region and the focusing of the lens has been derived as
follows� the acceleration 
eld of the spectrometer can be divided into three separated

eld regions� The 
rst region extends from the target position to the lens in the
acceleration region and has a distance s�� The second region lies between the lens and
the grid used to separate the acceleration region from the drift region� The region
has a distance s�� In these both regions the acceleration 
eld is homogeneous� The
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Figure 
�
� Schematic of a coincident momentum space imaging spectrometer
used in the present work�

third region which represents the lens is an imaginary region and has a distance s�

obtained from the following equation

s� �
UL

E
�����

where UL is the lens voltage and E is the 
led intensity at UL�� V � The length of
the Drift region can be de
ned by sd� The time of �ight t�	 in which an ion with
zero initial momentum can cross the distance s�	 is

t� �

s
�s�
a

�����

where a is the acceleration of the ion� And it needs the time t�

t� �

s
��s� � s��

a
�

s
� �

s�
s� � s�

� �� �����
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to cross s� and td

td � sd

s
�

�a�s� � s� � s��
�����

to cross the drift region� Therefore	 the total time of �ight of the ion till it reaches
the detector is the sum of all previous time of �ights	 i�e�	

t � t� � t� � td �

s
�

a
�
p
s� �

p
s� � s� � s� �ps� � s� �

sd
�
p
s� � s� � s�

� �����

To calculate the length of the drift region which ful
lls the time focusing condition	
Eq� ��� has been di�erentiated to s�	 because the time of �ight of the ions	 which
start from di�erent positions in the target volume with the same initial momentum	
should be independent on the start position� This means

�t

�s�
� � �����

The di�erentiation leads to

sd � ��s� � s� � s���� �

s
s� � s� � s�

s�
�
s
�s� � s�

s� � s�
� ������

This equation �Eq� ����� gives the length of the drift region which satis
es the
focusing conditions� The initial conditions for the spectrometer which does not
contain a lens are UL � � V and s��� mm� Under these conditions and using
Eq� ����	 the length of the drift region	 which meets the focusing conditions	 is
sd � ��s� � s��� In order to adjust the properties of the lens	 i�e the voltage	 used
in the present work	 a changable resistance has been connected to the electrodes
formed the lens� This resistance has been placed outside the chamber to enable us
to control it during the experiment�

Fig� ��� shows a simulation of the ion spectrometer part� This 
gure demon�
strates the time and position focusing� Three groups of ions with energy of �� eV
have been generated in three di�erent directions� �� ���	 �	 ��� �where � is the
angle between the ion momentum vector and the axis of the spectrometer�� Each
group consists of three ions which start from di�erent positions in the reaction zone�
The used spectrometer shown in Fig� ��� focuses an extended target zone of ��� mm
to a focus spot of below ��� mm on the detector�

����� Electron spectrometer

The same electric 
eld which guides the positively charged ions to one direction
accelerates the electrons in the opposite one� Electrons produced during the collision
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Figure 
��� Field geometry in the recoil�ion part of the spectrometer with three�
dimensional focusing properties� The three groups of trajectories result from ions
starting from di	erent positions �represent the extension of the gas target� with
di	erent directions �for more details see in text�� Time markers of ions are at ���
nsec�

were accelerated over a distance of �� mm� Then they traveled a distance of �� mm
in a 
eld free region and were detected by another positive sensitive detector� A
small negative bias voltage was put on the top of the 
rst channel plate to repel
stray electrons which are mostly very slow electrons� Because we know from the

rst measurements that electrons are emitted forward with the projectile due to the
postcollision interaction between them	 the electron detector is shifted about �� mm
in the direction of the projectile in order to get more active surface� Fig� ��� shows
the trajectories of electrons which started in perpendicular to the beam direction
with energies� ���	 ���	������� a�u� in the upper half and �	 �������� a�u in the lower
half� Without a magnetic 
eld a �� detection solid angle has been achieved only
for the electrons with momenta transverse to the extraction 
eld below ��� a�u�
in the forward direction� No resolution has been obtained along the direction of
the extraction 
eld due to the missing explicit time�of��ight measurement for the
electrons� Assuming a constant TOF for all electrons	 two of the three momentum
components of the electrons were calculated from the electron impact position on the
electron detector� An electron with initial momentum of ��� a�u� directed parallel
or anti�parallel to the 
eld yields about a ���� change in the electron time of �ight
and thus a similar error in momentum components transverse to the 
eld calculated
from the electron position�

��� Position Sensitive Dectectors

For recoil ion and electron momentum imaging Position�Sensitive�Detectors �PSD�
which combine good position resolution �typically ���mm� with good time resolution
�� nsec� are essential� Channel�plate detectors with delay line position encoding have
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Figure 
��� Field geometry in the electron spectrometer� For illustration� in the
upper half� � electrons with energy ���� ������� ���� a�u� are projected on the
electron detector in direction transverse to the spectrometer axis ��� �o�� In
the lower part� � electrons with energy �� ���� ���� ��
 a�u� are projected onto the
detector with ��� ��o�� Time markers of electrons are at � nsec�

been widely used for this purpose� For imaging purpose chevron �two plates� or z�
stack �� plates� con
gurations of �� mm diameter are used� The ions are typically
accelerated by ���� V onto the surface of the channel plate� For electrons	 maximum
e ciency is reached at about ������� eV � A typical pulse height distribution from
a channel�plate z�stack and the detection e ciency of He�� ions as function of the
acceleration voltage are shown in Fig� ����a� and Fig� ����b��

A delay�line position readout for channel�plate detectors has been suggested by
Sobottka ����� The delay�line�anode is composed of two crossed double wire planes
spirally wound over a copper plate where they are held with ceramic holders 
xed
on the edges of the copper plate in order to isolate the wires from one another
and from the copper plate� The distance is about � mm between the wire planes
and � mm between the copper plate and the near wire plane� Each wire plane
consists of a pair of wires with nearly ��� mm distance to separate them from each
other � see Fig� ����� By a potential di�erence of ��V between the two wires the
electron avalanche produced by an ion hitting the MCPs are collected by only one
of the wires� The wire pair acts as a lecher cable� At both ends of the double wire
spiral the signals are processed by a di�erential ampli
er� Both wires pick up the
same capacitively coupled noise	 but their signals di�er by the real electrons from
the charge cloud collected by the more positively baised wire� These di�erential
ampli
ers yield extremely low noise signals� The time di�erences between a start
signal	 picked at front or back of the channel plate	 and the two signals from both
ends of the wire pair are measured with two time�to�digital converters� The time
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(a)

(b)

Figure 
��� �a� Pulse height distribution for He�� and He�� ions on a z�stack
channel�plate detector �i�e� three plates�� The ions hit the detector with an
energy of 
���eV �q �adapted from ������� �b� Relative detection e�ciency of a
z�stack pf channel plate for He�� as a function of the extraction �eld toward
the surface of the detector� The curve is arbitrarily normalized to � at 
���eV
�adapted from �������
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a)

b)

Figure 
��� Delay�line anode for multi channel plate position read out� The inner
and outer winding pair are for x and y encoding�

di�erence is proportional to the position respective direction� Depending on the
TDC used a position resolution of better than ���mm can be achieved�

��� Multi�Hit System

����� Multi�Hit�line�Anode

The delay�line detector and the delay� line wire system can in principle detect and
separate the signals of two recoil ions impinging on the detector in a very short
time di�erence within the limited time resolution of the system ��� ps� if they hit
at di�erent positions� Whether the TOF and position for both fragments can be
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determined	 depends only on the electronics used� With commercially standard fast
timing modules we were able to separate recoil impacts which were separated by a
time delay of more than � ns� In order to do that	 a fast switch device was built
as shown in Fig� ���� A delay�gate signal is created from the 
rst pulse �� ns delay
and � �s gate�� The direct signal and the delayed gate signal are fed into a logical
�And� gate �overlap coincidence�� From this unit one obtains a timing� signal for
the second pulse� More similar circuits can be added to allow the processing of a
third and fourth multi�hit� The time to resolve two consecutive signals is presently
limited to � ns� This limit comes from the limited pulse length of the electronic
modules used�

����� Multi�hit�TDC Lecroy TDC �����

This multi�hit TDC has �� channels and can process �� hits per channel sepa�
rated by at least ��ns in time with a time resolution of ���ns �for more details	 see
appendix A�� If two recoil�ions hit the detector within ��ns �i�e�	 the total signal
processing time on the delay line�	 the x� and y�delay�line signals of the two particles
interfere with each other� However	 the sum of the corresponding arrival times for
each ion on opposite ends of a delay�line is constant for a true event because the
delay line has always a constant length for each signal pair� This information can
be used to sort the signals of all the particles according to their arrival time and
thus their position on the detector can be identi
ed�

��� Signal Processing and Data Acquisition Sys�

tem

A block diagram of the electronics used in present work is shown in 
gure ����
The signals from the detectors are processed using a standard NIM electronic�
Three�position�sensitive� delay�line�anode detectors are used to detect the reaction
products� Each delay�line anode contains two pairs of low resistive wires	 one pair
in x� and the other in y�direction� The signal wire of each pair runs a little higher
positive voltage than the reference wire	 so that most electrons are collected by the
signal wire �lecher cables�� The signals are de�coupled from the DC�voltages on the
wires�contacts �using RC�element� and then the di�erence between these signals is
ampli
ed by a di�erential ampli
er� In order to get rid of noise	 the signals are
transmitted to a constant fraction discriminator converting them to standard NIM
signals� These NIM signals are then converted to ECL signals by NIM � ECL
converter and fed into the multi�hit TDC� The two dimensional position can be
calculated by the signal arrival time at the ends of the two perpendicular wire
pairs� To improve the position resolution the position is calculated from the time
di�erence between the two ends� The sum of both arrival times is constant and
can be used as a check� The timing signals are taken from every detector either
from front or back sides of the MCP and then sent to Timing�
lter ampli
ers for
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��� Fast multi�hit switch device used to direct signals consecutive in
time from one output to separate TDC stop inputs� The above part shows the
electronic diagram of the device� The di	erent shorts have the following meaning�
RC� RC�couple box� FA� Timing ampli�er�RC� Constant fraction discriminator�
G�D� Gate and delay generator� The lower part of the �gure displays the time
development of the signal processing in this device�
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further ampli
cation and shaping� After that	 the timing signals are processed with
constant�fraction�discriminators �CFD�� The outputs are converted to ECL signals
using NIM � ECL converter and then read with the multi�hit TDC�

As mentioned above	 the reaction products are detected in time coincidence using
di�erent coincidence modes� In order to realize that	 two Time�to�Analog converters
�TAC� are used as coincidence units� The time signal of electron detector is split
into two similar signals which are then used to provide the start signals of the TACs�
As stop signals	 the timing signals of two fragments are used after separating them
by the fast switch device described in ������ For every TAC there are two output
signals� one corresponds to the time�of �ight	 the other is a trigger signal� In order to
switch between the di�erent coincidence modes in the experiment	 a master trigger
box is built using the Quad Coincidence Logic unit �AND�OR logic unit�� Where the
trigger signals of the TACs are fed into this box as selective inputs� So	 for example	
when the experiment should to be run in triple�coincidence mode �electrons	 two
fragments�	 the trigger signals of the both TACs have to be fed into the master box
which is chosen to work in AND mode�

Finally	 the data are taken in �event mode�	 i�e� the computer records the
full momenta of all products for every event and correlation between momenta of
collision products which can be examined later in the sorting of the data� The
data can be presented not only in terms of individual particle momenta	 but also
in terms of collective or Jacobi coordinate� The PC�software used to control the
read�out and event handling has been developed in our group and called COBOLD
software �����
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Data Analysis

Fig� ��� shows a conventional coordinate system that will be used in describing the
results of this experiment� The beam direction is in the positive Z direction� The
gas jet �ows in the positive Y direction� The extraction electric 
eld points in
the negative X direction� Thus electrons are accelerated in the positive X direction
while recoil ions are accelerated in the negative X direction� Two components of the
recoil�ion momentum �Pz and Py� are reconstructed from the position on the recoil
ion detector �z and y�� The same procedure applies to the projectile and electron
detectors� Typically	 the time�of �ight of the electrons is about ��nsec� The time
of �ight of the recoil ions is in the order of hundred nano�seconds� The spread in
the time�of� �ight of electrons was about ��� nsec� This made measuring the third
component of the electron velocity unachievable� However	 the time signals of the
electrons was used to give the start signal for TAC which was stopped by the recoil
ion signal	 therefore resulting in measuring the time�of��ight of the recoil ions and
hence their initial momentum in the X direction� Thus	 the complete momentum
vector of the recoil was determined�

��� calibration Of RI�spectrometer

As 
rst step in the data analysis	 the measured positions and times must be cali�
brated	 i�e�	 the relation function between the direct measured quantities �positions
and times� and momenta must be determined� Moreover	 a reference point is needed
for every momentum component� This reference point serves as momentum zero
point� Calibration factors and reference points for the recoil ions and electrons must
be found out for every momentum component�

In the longitudinal direction �Z direction�	 the capture reactions are used to
determine both the momentum zero point and the calibration factor� Due to the
energy� and momentum conservation	 only discrete values of Pf�z occur for pure
electron capture corresponding to the projectile velocity and Q�value of the reaction�

��
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work�
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pfkR �
Q

vp
� nc

vp
�

�����

where Q�value is the change in inner electronic energy of the projectile and the
target	 i�e�	 the energy di�erence between initial and 
nal bound electronic states as
follows�

Q �
NX
j��

��fj � �j� �����

For the calibration	 the following capture reactions

He��proj �Het � He�proj �He�t

He��proj �Het � Heoproj �He��t

were measured at di�erent projectile energies using di�erent extraction 
elds for
capture into the projectile ground state� The double coincidence mode �projectile�
recoil ion�	 in which the previous experiments were carried out	 served in minimizing
interference between two reaction channels� For example	 a TOF distribution of
recoil ion will show two peaks corresponding to He��t and He��t � This distribution
was used to gate on He�� in order to discriminate the single capture from double
capture� On the other hand	 the projectile detector was used to gate onHe��proj which
was separated from other possible charge states by an electrostatic de�ector� The
same method was used to double capture� As an example of these measurements	
the longitudinal momentum distribution of the recoil ions for the single capture
process at Vp���� a�u� is presented in Fig� ����a�� This momentum distribution
was measured using an extraction 
eld of � V�mm� Each peak in this momentum
distribution belongs to a certain capture line and hence to an exact Q�value� In order
to determine calibration factor in Z�direction	 the values of longitudinal momenta in
channels are extracted from Fig� ����a� and their values in a�u� are calculated using
Eq� ��� �see table ����c� in Fig� ����� Fig� ����b� shows the position of the capture
line against the calculated momenta� The slope of the 
tted straight line yields
the calibration factor in ch��a�u�� Following the same procedure	 the calibration
factor in Z�direction has been obtained for di�erent extraction 
elds� To determine
the calibration factor at high extraction 
eld	 the calibration factor is drawn as a
function of the square root of the extraction 
eld as shown in ����d�� The straight
line is extrapolated to high extraction 
eld region to determine the calibration factor
at these high 
elds� Because the collision is symmetric around the beam axis	 the
same calibration factor as in the Z�direction is used in the Y�direction�

The calibration of the recoil ion spectrometer is also carried out using the pro�
gram SIMION� Our SIMION calibration agreed within ��� deviation with the cal�
ibration carried out using the capture channel�

Since our spectrometer has an electrostatic lens in the acceleration region �on
the recoil� ion side�	 the calibration factor in the time direction �x�direction�is ob�
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Figure ���� �a� is the longitudinal momentum distribution �in channels� of recoil
ions for SC in the He�� � He collision system at the Vp��� a�u���b� The lon�
gitudinal momenta �in channels� extracted from �a� as function of their values
in a�u� units calculated using Eq����� �c� Table contains the longitudinal mo�
menta in channels extracted from �a� and the corresponding values calculated
using Eq����� �d� Momentum calibration factor CF in Z�direction as a function
of the square root of the electric �eld�
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tained SIMION program� The maximum of each peak in the TOF distribution is
considered as a momentum zero point for the di�erent charge states of recoil ions�

��� Calibration Of The Electron Spectrometer

In order to calibrate the electron detector	 a mask with an array of holes is positioned
in front of the detector� An alpha particle source was used as a source of uniform
parallel�ray ions� The image of the masked detector was reconstructed using the
computer� Comparing this image with the known dimensions of the detector leads
to conversion factor to go from the position in channels to the position in mm� In
order to determine the momentum zero point of the electron detector	 the voltage of
spectrometer and electron detector is reversed to detect the recoil ions on the electron
detector� Since the recoil ions have only negligible momentum	 the momentum zero
point of the electron detector is almost exactly on the position where the recoil ions
hit the electron detector if the recoil ion time�of��ight is su ciently short �as in
our case�� Fig� ��� presents the electron detector image of these detected ions used
to determine the momentum zero point� The electrons move in uniform 
eld with
equipotential lines parallel to the detector surface� Therefore	 electrons experience
no acceleration in both directions of the detector so that the momentum is given by

Py�e � c me
�Ye � Yo�e�

Te
�����

and

Pz�e � c me
�Ze � Zo�e�

Te
�����

where c is the position�channels calibration factor� Ye�o and Ze�o are the momentum
zero points in the Y � and Z� directions� Ye and Ze are the impact positions of the
electron on the detector measured with respect to the center of the detector� Te is the
time of �ight of the electrons� It was not possible in our experiment to measure this
time with a reasonable accuracy� Therefore	 the Y� and Z� momentum components
are calculated using Eq���� and Eq���� assuming a constant electron time�of��ight
which is the time�of��ight of electrons with Px��� The nonzero value of Px has only a
small e�ect on the experimental resolution� To estimate this e�ect	 An electron with
Px� ��� a�u� directed parallel or anti�parallel to the 
eld yields about a ���� change
in the electron time of �ight and thus a similar error in momentum components
transverse to the 
eld calculated from the electron position�
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Figure ��
� Raw recoil ion distribution measured by projecting the ions� resulting
from the He���He� onto the electron detector� This distribution has been used
to determine the momentum zero point of the electron detector� The projections
of the distribution are given in the upper and right �gures�

��� Experimental Resolution of Multi�Hit�

System

In the dissociation process of the H� studied in this work	 the H� molecule explodes
into two H� fragments� They arrive on the detector within a very short time
di�erence� Therefore	 one challenge in this work was to improve the multi�hit�
system used in our experiment to be capable of detecting both fragments in a very
short time� In this section	 the performance of this system extracted from the
experimental results will be discussed�

A main feature of this system is the so�called dead time �tD�	 i�e	 the time that
this system needs to resolve two consecutive signals� To explore this feature	 the time
di�erence between the two fragments are calculated and presented in Fig� ����a��
A dead time of �� ns has been achieved� To investigate the in�uence of the dead
time on the measured data	 the radial position di�erence between the two fragments

�r �where �r�
q
�x� � x��� � �y� � y��� � is plotted against the time di�erence �t

as shown in Fig ���� Again a dead time of �� nsec is obtained� This dead time is
mainly determined by the electronics used in the experiment�
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Another important feature that can be checked is the angular resolution of the
system which can be investigated by studying the angular correlation of the emitted
fragments� The emission angle of a fragment from the dissociation of the molecule
can be calculated from the measured momentum components� For the dissociation
of the H�	 the di�erence between the azimuthal angles ��
 � �frag� � 
frag�� see
Fig� ���� of the 
rst and the second fragments is displayed in Fig ����b�� The derived
distribution peaks at ���o� The width at the half maximum of the peak is� �o which
gives the angular resolution of the system�
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Figure ���� Radial position di	erence of both fragments �r plotted against the
time di	erence �t� tD is the dead time�

To obtain the momentum resolution of this system	 the momentum of the center�
of�mass of both fragments resulting from the TI of H� by He�� is calculated and
is then rotated in the scattering planes of the projectile� The result is presented in
Fig� ����a�� The scattered projectile is 
xed in � y�direction which helps to calculate
the experimental momentum resolution of the multi�hit�system� This assumes that
the momentum of the emitted electron is very small comparing to the momentum of
the CM and can be neglected� This assumption is very well ful
lled for the present
collision system� Accordingly	 the momentum resolution will be the change in CM
momentum of the fragments around the y�axis� Therefore	 the CM momentum dis�
tribution is projected on the horizontal axis to determine the momentum resolution
as shown in Fig� ����b�� From the width at half�maximum	 a momentum resolution
of �p� � ���a�u� is obtained�
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Figure ���� �a� Time di	erence between the two fragments given in nsec units�
The �gure shows the dead time of �� nsec for the multi�hit�system used in the
present work� �b� The di	erence between the azimuthal angles of the �rst frag�
ment �� and second fragment ��� The �gure shows that the multi�hit system has
an angular resolution of � �o�
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Figure ���� �a� Momentum of the center�of�mass of both fragments resulting
from the TI of H� by He�� rotated in the scattering planes of the projectile�
The emission of the outgoing projectile is �xed as indicated by the arrow� whose
length is arbitrary� �b� projection of the CM�momentum distribution seen in �a�
on the horizontal axis�
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Results and Discussion

��� Data Presentation

����� �He
���H� Collision System

We have investigated this collision system utilizing the COLTRIMS technique�
The single ionization and transfer ionization channels have been measured� While
the single ionization of H� leads to H

��
� ions in non�dissociative states

He�� � H� � He�� � H�
� � e�� �����

in the transfer ionisation of H�	 one electron is captured by the projectile and the
second one is emitted to the continuum leading to the dissociation of H�

He�� � H� � He�� � H� � H� � e� �����

����� Dissociative Ionization of H� Fragmentation Process�

The coincidence detection of both fragments resulting from the dissociation of H�

allowed the studying of the H� dissociation process by providing two things� �a�
distinguishing the dissociative ionization process from other processes especially
direct ionization process	 �b� providing information about the molecular orientation
at the instant of the electronic excitation� Utilizing the measured times�of��ight and
impact positions on multi�hit�detector of both fragments	 we were able to calculate
all quantities relating to the dissociation process	 like momentum	 energy	��etc� In
the next section	 we will focus our discussion on the ionic motion of this collision
system�

��
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Ionic Motion

The removal of two electrons from H� leads automatically to the dissociation of the
molecule into two free H� ions� The kinetic energy of the two ions in the 
nal state
has two sources� the energy transfer from the projectile during the collision and
the energy from the Coulomb repulsion between the protons� Fig� ��� displays the
kinetic energy of one H� fragment resulting from the dissociation of H� by He���
The 
gure shows that the energy distribution is broad and peaked around ��� eV �
This energy is slightly lower than that one would obtain from Coulomb repulsion
if one instantaneously strips the electrons from the ground state which equals ���
eV � In addition	 this 
gure can be compared with the kinetic energy spectra of H�

ions calculated based on the �re�ection approximation� ����� These spectra are
presented in Fig� ���� The comparison shows that H� ions gain their kinetic energy
from the Coulomb repulsion� To study the dependence of the fragment energy on
the molecular orientation	 the fragment energy distribution has been generated for
parallel orientation	 i�e parallel to the beam axis and perpendicular orientation	 i�e
perpendicular to it� These distributions are given in Fig� ���� The distributions
show no molecular orientation dependence of the fragment energy� The same result
can be observed from the CTMC calculations which are performed for this collision
system and presented in Fig� ����
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Figure ���� H� ion kinetic energy distribution for He���H� integrated over all
angles and energies of electrons�

To further investigate the ionic motion for this collision system	 the energy of
one H� is plotted verses the energy of the other H� in Fig� ����a�� The peak
is concentrated around E� � E� � ���eV� This means that the total energy of
fragments is determined by the vertical Frank�Condon transition to the repulsive
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Figure ���� Kinetic energy spectra of H� ions calculated based on the �re�ection
approximation��adapted from �������
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Figure ��
� H� ion kinetic energy distribution generated for �a� parallel molecular
orientation� i�e� parallel to the beam axis and �b� perpendicular molecular orien�
tation� i�e� perpendicular to the beam axis� Circles represent the experimental
data and Triangles are referred to the CTMC calculations�

coulomb potential of the isolated molecule� Although most density of events is
concentrated around ���eV point	 some events shift away from this point� This
indicates that the kinetic energy transfer from the projectile has an in�uence on the
collision� The momentum distribution of the fragment ions is given in Fig� ����b�
using Jacobi coordinates� The momenta of fragments are symmetric around the
origin� A three dimensional momentum picture would be a spherical surface of
radius P � ��mE���� � ��a�u��
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Figure ���� �a� The energy sharing� E�
H� verses E�

H� � between the H� for disso�
ciative ionization of H� by �� keV He�� impact� �b� Momentum distribution of
the dissociated protons� The Jacobi�coordinates are used�
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Figure ���� �a� Two�dimensional transverse momentum distribution of the center�
of�mass of both fragments for �� keV He���H� collisions� �b� Radial transverse
momentum distribution obtained by integrating over all azimuthal angles�

To explore the in�uence of the projectile on the collision	 the momentum vector
of the center�of�mass of both fragments is calculated� The �D�transverse momentum
of CM of both fragments is presented in Fig� ����a�� It is evident that the projectile
exchanges momentum with the molecule� To further demonstrate the interaction
between the projectile and both fragments	 the radial transverse momentum of the
CM has been calculated by integrating over all azimuthal angles� The result is
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Figure ���� �a� Momentum distribution of the dissociated protons in �� keV
He�� � H� collision system� Where Pk� longitudinal momentum component of
fragments and P�� transverse momentum component of them� �b� Angular dis�
tribution of the dissociated protons in �� keV He�� �H� collision system�

presented in Fig� ����b�� The distribution exhibits a broad peak around � a�u��

For a better understanding of the dynamics of the collision	 we have plotted
the transverse momenta of the fragments against the corresponding longitudinal
momenta of the fragments as in Fig� ����a�� we have used a coordinate frame in which
pk is de
ned by the direction of the incident projectile and p� is perpendicular to this
direction� This spectrum is integrated over all directions and energies of electrons�
The fragments show up most probably perpendicular to the beam direction� To
determine the orientation dependence of transfer�ionization process of H�	 the angle
of the 
nal�state momentum of the dissociation products with the incident beam
direction is determined� This assumes that the rotation of the molecule is much
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slower than the collision time� Fig� ����b� shows the angular distribution of H�

ions� The distribution exhibits a maximum at the perpendicular orientation�

Electronic Motion

The scattering plane used to present the momentum distributions is de
ned by the
beam direction �z�axis� and the momentum vector of CM of both fragments �� y�
axis�� The singling�out of the scattering plane was done by the selection of ranges
of the transverse momentum of the CM of both fragments� Distributions of the
electron momentum are generated for two special CM planes� the nuclear scattering
plane and the plane perpendicular to it� The former plane produced a �top�view�
of the electron momentum distribution� The latter plane produced a �side�view� of
the electron momentum distribution�
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Figure ���� �a� Side view of ejected electron momentum distribution in the colli�
sion �� keV He���H�� �b� Top view of ejected electron momentum distribution
in the same collision� �c� and �d� are the transverse projections of the distribu�
tions in �a� and �b� for a slice centered at Ve�z�Vp����� The electron velocity
components Ve�z and Ve�y are scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp��

�Side� and �Top��views of the ejected electrons are presented in Figs� ����a�
and ����b�� Note that all horizontal and vertical scales are given in units of vp to
ease comparison� The electrons are seen to be preferentially emitted in the forward
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Figure ���� Z�component of the velocity of electrons ejected in the collision ��
keV He�� �H� leading to dissociation of H�� The electron velocity component
is scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp�� The arrow points to the fast forward
electrons group�

direction� The salient feature of the electron momentum distributions consists in
the appearance of two groups of electrons with di�erent structures� The 
rst group
consists of electrons emitted with velocities between zero and vp� the vicinity of the
saddle�point velocity� This group is well known from earlier studies ��	 ��	 �	 ����
The other group consists of electrons ejected with velocity greater than the projectile
velocity� This group is referred to as the fast forward electrons or mirror image
electrons�

Saddle
point electrons

The side�view distribution shows that the saddle�electrons distribution is symmetric
around the internuclear axis� It is interesting to see that the distribution is very
narrow� This indicates that these electrons are strongly con
ned to the scattering
plane� This can be understood as the ejected electrons try to follow the nuclear
motion which is in the scattering plane by de
nition� A projection of Fig� ����a�
near Ve� z�Vp � ��� onto the Ve� y�Vp axis is given in Fig� ����c�� It shows clearly the
collimation of the ejected electrons to the scattering plane�

The �top�view� of the ejected electron momentum distribution given in
Fig� ����b� reveals that the saddle�point electrons are emitted in two�jets oriented in
the scattering plane in the forward direction and o� the projectile�axis� This local
minimum and the �two branch� structure can be seen more clearly by making a
transverse projection of a slice of the two�dimensional distribution with a width of
���Vp at Ve�z�Vp� ���� The result of this projection is shown in Fig� ����d�� It is
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interesting to note that more electrons are emitted away from the C�M� direction�
These results represent for the He���H� collision system the 
rst direct experimen�
tal observation of the characteristics of the momentum distributions of the electrons
emitted in this collision system in the vicinity of the saddle�point velocity�

Fast Forward Electrons� Mirror Image Electrons

The second electron group which has appeared in the electron momentum distribu�
tions is the fast forward electrons� These electrons possess a di�erent structure than
that shown for the saddle�point electrons� These electrons follow the direction of
CM of both fragments as shown in Fig� ����b�� To further explore these fast forward
electrons	 the two�dimensional electron momentum distribution in Fig� ����b� is pro�
jected onto the Ve�z axis� The projection is given in Fig� ���� The 
gure shows that
the fast forward electrons reveal a distinct peak and yield a signi
cant contribution
to the cross section of the dissociative transfer ionization of H�� It is surprising
to see that the distribution exhibits a dip at the projectile velocity where in fast
collisions the cusp electrons are found�

Impact
Parameter Dependence of the Electron Momentum Distributions

To study the impact�parameter dependence of the emitted electron momentum dis�
tribution in the scattering plane	 the electron distribution was gated on di�erent
ranges of transverse momentum transfer	 i�e�	 impact parameter� The results are
shown in Figs� ����a�c�� In these 
gures	 the transverse momentum transfer in�
creases moving from Fig� ����a� to Fig� ����c� and therefore	 the impact parameter
decreases moving the same way according to the following formula

P� �
�qtqp
bVq

�����

where qt and qp are the e�ective charges of the target and the projectile	 respectively	
and b is the impact parameter� The 
gures show that the distribution exhibits the
two 
ngers for all ranges of impact parameter� However	 the distribution becomes
more symmetric at smaller impact parameter� This suggests as we will see later that
the relative contributions of � and � amplitudes depend on the impact parameter�
At small impact parameters the � orbital is dominant over � orbital� This leads to
symmetric distribution around the nuclear axis as shown in Fig� ����c�� At large
impact parameters the � orbital contribution increases relatively	 leading to the
asymmetry of the distribution as appears in the momentum distribution presented
in Fig� ����a��

Concerning the fast forward electrons	 the 
gures show that these electrons are
strongly dependent on the impact parameter� For further demonstration of the
dependence of the fast forward electrons on the impact parameter	 the momentum
distributions in Figs� ����a�c� are projected onto Ve�z axis� The projections are
presented in 
gures �����a�c�� The 
gures illustrate that these fast forward electrons
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Figure ��� Top view of ejected electron momentum distribution in the collision
�� keV He�� onH� leading to dissocaitive ionization ofH� generated for di	erent
transverse momentum transfer� i�e� di	erent impact parameter� The electron
velocity components Ve�z and Ve�y are scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp�� The
impact parameter decreases in the �gures moving from �a� to �c��
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Figure ����� �a���c� are the projections of the momentum distributions in
Figs� ���a�� ���c� near Ve�z�Vp� ��� on the vertical axis �Ve�y��
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Figure ����� �a���c� are Ve�z of the ejected electrons in the dissociative ionization
of H� by He�� at Vp����� a�u� for di	erent impact parameters� The electron
velocity component Ve�z is scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp��
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Figure ����� Ejected electron momentum distribution in the dissociative ioniza�
tion of H� by �� keV He�� generated �a� for parallel molecular orientation �i�e�
the molecule axis is parallel to the beam direction� and �b� for perpendicular ori�
entation �i�e� perpendicular to the beam direction�� �c���d� are the projections of
the distributions in �a� and �b� near Ve�z�Vp� ��� on the vertical axis �Ve�y�� The
electron velocity components Ve�z and Ve�y are scaled by the projectile velocity
�Vp��
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Figure ���
� �a� and �b� are the projections of distributions in Figs �����a�
and �����b� on the horizontal axis �Ve�z��

result from a narrow range of impact parameters and appear as image saddle in the
projectile frame�

Orientation Dependence of the Electron momentum distribution

To study the dependence of the electron momentum distributions on the molecular
orientation	 the electron momentum distributions are generated for two molecular
orientations� parallel to the beam direction and perpendicular to it� The results are
given in Figs� �����a� and �����b�� The 
gures show that the electron momentum
distribution in the scattering plane exhibits the two 
ngered structure for both
molecular orientation� This can be seen more clearly in the transverse projections of
the distributions near Ve�z�Vp� ���� These projections are presented in Fig� �����c�
for the parallel orientation and in Fig� �����d� for the perpendicular orientation� It
is noted that the distribution is more symmetric in the case of the perpendicular
orientation�

Fig� ���� shows the projections of momentum distributions in Figs� �����a�
and �����b� onto the Ve�z axis� In these 
gures	 the fast forward electrons are seen
to appear in the electron momentum distributions for both molecular orientations�

����� Single Ionization of H�

Ionic Motion

Figure ���� shows the recoil�ion transverse momentum distribution for the collision
of He���H� at projectile velocity of ���� leading to single ionization of H

��
� � This

distribution was calculated by integrating over all azimuthal angles� The distribution
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exhibits a peak around P�� � a�u�� This suggested that the ionization process in
this system happens over a range of impact parameters where the contribution of
large impact parameters is dominant�

Electronic Motion

Side and top views for the momentum distributions of electrons liberated in the
impact of �He�� on H� leading to the single ionization are presented in 
gure �����a�
and 
gure �����b�	 respectively	 using the scattering plane de
ned by the beam
direction �z� and the recoil�ion momentum vector ��y�� The 
gures display that the
electrons liberated during the collision are emitted in the forward direction� It is
also noted that these electrons tend to stay in the scattering plane as observed in the
side�view of the electron momentum distribution� The top�view reveals a maximum
at the internuclear axis� This suggests that the contribution of the � orbital in the
ionization process is dominant	 leading to the concentration of the electrons around
the internuclear axis as shown in Fig� �����b�� Fig� �����a� displays the Z�component
of the electron velocity� It is noted that the contribution of the fast forward electrons
to the cross section of the single ionization of H� is small comparing to that obtained
for the dissociative ionization of H��
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Figure ����� Recoil�ion radial transverse momentum distribution in the collision
He���H� leading to single ionization of H�� The distribution was calculated by
integrating over all azimuthal angles�
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Impact
Parameter Dependence

The impact�parameter dependence of the emitted electron momentum distribution
in the scattering plane is studied by generating the momentum distributions for
di�erent ranges of transverse momentum transfer	 i�e�	 impact parameter� The re�
sults are presented in Figs� �����a�c�� In these 
gures	 the transverse momentum
transfer increases moving from 
gure ����a� to 
gure ����c� and therefore	 the im�
pact parameter decreases moving the same way� The ejected electron momentum
distribution begins to concentrate along the projectile beam axis as the impact pa�
rameter increases� This indicates that the ��orbital is dominant over all ranges
of impact parameter� To study the impact dependence of the fast forward elec�
trons	 the �D�distributions in Figs� �����a�c� are projected on the Z�aixs� These
projections are given in Figs� �����a�c�� The 
gures show that fast forward electrons
have disappeared at large impact parameters and started to appear at small impact
parameters�
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Figure ����� �a� Side view of ejected electron momentum distribution in the
collision �� keV He���H� leading to SI of H�� �b� Top view of ejected electron
momentum distribution in the same collision� The electron velocity components
Ve�z and Ve�x are scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp��
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Figure ����� �a� Z�component of the velocity of electrons ejected in the collision
�� keV He�� �H� leading to SI of H�� �b� is the Y�component of the velocity
of electrons� The electron velocity components Ve�z and Ve�x are scaled by the
projectile velocity �Vp��
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����� �He
��� He Collision System

In order to improve our understanding of the results obtained forH� target	 the same
measurements have been carried out for the helium target	 the corresponding atomic
two�electron system� In this collision system	 two types of ionization reactions are
investigated� Transfer Ionisztion �TI� and Single Ionization �SI�� While	 in the
transfer ionization of He	 one electron is emitted from the target to the continuum
and the second electron is captured by the projectile

He�� � He � He�� � He�� � e� �����

in the single ionization �SI� of He	 only one electron is emitted from the target to
the continuum and the other stays in the bound states of the target

He�� � He � He�� � He�� � e� �����

The results for two reactions will be presented in the next sections�

Ionic Motion

Fig� ���� displays the recoil�ion transverse momentum distribution of the transfer�
ionization �TI� and the single ionization �SI� for the collision of He�� � He at a
projectile velocity of ����a�u�� These distributions were calculated by integrating
over all azimuthal angles� In SI case	 the He� distribution exhibits two maxima�
The 
rst peak is sharp and centered around P���� ��� a�u�� The second peak is a
broad peak around P���� ��� a�u�� In TI case	 the He�� distribution possesses a
broad peak about P��He��� � a�u�� It is observed that the momentum distribution
of SI oscillates around the momentum distribution of TI� In other words	 the broad
peak of the TI disappears in the momentum distribution of SI�

Electronic Motion

To investigate the electronic motion of this collision system	 the same coordinate
system used to study the He�� �H� collision system was adopted� The scattering
plane is de
ned by the incident beam �z� and the direction of the emitted recoil ��y��
Distributions of the electron momentum are generated for two special recoil planes�
the scattering plane and the plane perpendicular to it� The former plane produced
a top�view of the electron momentum distribution� The latter plane produced a
side�view of the electron momentum distribution�

Side views of the electron momentum distributions for the single ionization �SI�
and for the transfer ionization �TI� in ���� He�� � He collision system are given
in Figs �����a� and �����b�	 respectively� In TI case	 both groups of electrons	 the
saddle�point electrons and the fast forward electrons	 shown in the electron momen�
tum distributions for He�� � H� collision system are seen also to emerge for this
reaction channel� In contrast to TI	 while the saddle�point electrons group is shown
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Figure ���� �a� Radial transverse momentum distribution of He�� ions in the
collision �� keV He�� on He leading to the transfer�ionization� The distribu�
tion is integrated over all azimuthal angles� �b� Radial transverse momentum
distribution of He�� ions in the same collision leading to the single ionization�
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Figure ����� �a� Side view of ejected electron momentum distribution in the
collision �� keV He���He leading to SI of He� �b� Side view of ejected electron
momentum distribution in the same collision leading to TI of He� The electron
velocity components Ve�x and Ve�z are scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp��

in the electron momentum distribution of SI �Figs �����a��	 the fast forward elec�
trons group disappears in this distribution� However	 another group is emerged in
the SI electron momentum distribution� This group consists of electrons that ex�
hibit a considerable degree of back scattering �Ve�z ���� It is referred to as backward
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electrons�

Saddle
point electrons

As shown in the side views	 the saddle�point electrons are emitted in the forward
direction and distributed symmetrically around the internuclear axis� This demon�
strates that the electrons prefer to stay in the scattering plane� Electron momentum
distributions for top�views for SI and TI are given in Fig� �����a� and Fig� �����b�	
respectively� In these 
gures	 the recoil ion is chosen to be ejected in the nega�
tive y direction� These 
gures show that the saddle point electrons in both cases
possess the two�
ngered structure showing a quasinodal line along the internuclear
axis� This structure is similar to that seen for He�� � H� collision system� This
�two�branch� distribution can be seen in a more qualitative way by making a trans�
verse projection of a slice of each two�dimensional distribution near Ve�z�Vp� ����
Such a projection of Fig� �����a� is shown in Fig� �����a�� A similar projection of
Fig� �����b� is shown in Fig� �����b�� In these 
gures	 it is interesting to note that
while in SI case more electrons are emitted away from the recoil direction	 the elec�
trons follow the recoil in TI case� A similar kind of structure was reported by D�orner
et al� ��� for �	 ��	 and �� keV p�He� In that work this structure was qualitatively
explained in terms of hidden crossing theory� According to this explanation ��	 ���	
two series of transitions can contribute to the saddle�point ionization mechanism�
The 
rst is the so called T		�series and involves no angular momentum transfer
and thus leads to a � state with a maximum on the saddle� The second series is
T	��series which starts with a rotational coupling from �p� to the �p� orbital of
the quasi�molecule and leads to a � state with a node on the saddle� The two states
should add coherently which leads to the observed asymmetry depending on the rel�
ative amplitudes of the two states� In this experiment we show that this behavior is
not only limited to the atomic targets	 but it can be also observed in ion�molecular
collision systems�

Fast Forward and Backward Electrons Groups

While the saddle�point electrons are con
ned to the collision plane	 the fast forward
electrons in the TI case and the backward electrons in the SI case exhibit a sub�
stantial amount of out�of�plane electron scattering� The backward electrons follow
the scattered projectile as shown in Fig� �����a�� In contrast	 the fast forward elec�
trons are emitted away from the scattered projectile as observed in Fig� �����b�� To
further explore these electron groups	 the two�dimensional electron momentum dis�
tributions in Figs �����a� and �����b� are projected on the Ve�z axis� The projections
are given in Figs �����a� and �����b�	 respectively� These 
gures show that	 while
the fast forward electrons reveal a distinct peak at projectile velocity	 the backward
electrons possess a broad distribution at the target velocity� In addition	 the con�
tribution of the fast forward electrons to the cross section of transfer ionization of
He estimated from the momentum distribution is ������ It is observed that this
contribution is greater than the contribution of the backward electrons to the cross
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Figure ����� Top�view of ejected electron momentum distribution in the collision
�� keV He�� on He �a� leading to SI of He and �b� leading to TI of He� The
electron velocity components Ve�y and Ve�z are scaled by the projectile velocity
Vp�
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Figure ����� Transverse projections of the �D momentum distributions in �����a�
and �����b� near Ve�z�Vp� ����

section of the single ionization of H� which equals ����

Impact
Parameter Dependence

To study the impact�parameter dependence of the emitted electron momentum dis�
tribution in the scattering plane	 the top view of the electron momentum distribution
was generated for di�erent windows on the magnitude of the transverse momentum
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Figure ���
� Z�component of the velocity of electrons ejected in the collision ��
keV He�� �H� �a� for SI and �b� for TI� The electron velocity components are
scaled by the projectile velocity �Vp�� The arrows point to the backward electrons
group in �a� and the fast forward electrons group in �b��

transfer	 i�e�	 impact parameter� This was done for both SI and TI cases� The
results are presented in Fig� ���� for SI and in Fig� ���� for TI� In Figs� �����a���c�
of SI	 the impact parameter decreases from �a� to �c�� The corresponding trans�
verse projections of slices from each distribution near Ve�z�Vp� ��� are presented in
Figs� �����a�� �����c�� The 
gures show that at large impact parameters the mo�
mentum distribution displays a structure which strongly suggests that it is � state�
In this structure	 the electrons concentrate on the internuclear axis forming a peak
around it as shown in Fig� �����a�� At small impact parameters	 the two o��axis
peaks appear in the momentum distribution� This structure reveals a nodal line
along the internuclear axis as seen in Fig� �����c�� This nodel line is a signature
of the � orbital� The asymmetry in the intensity about this quasinodel line can be
interpreted as owing to the interference of the � amplitude with a weaker � ampli�
tude	 which would both produce an asymmetric distribution and weaken the node
as seen in Fig� �����b��

The impact parameter dependence of the electron momentum distribution for
TI is presented in Fig� ����� The impact parameter decreases from �a� to �d�� The
corresponding transverse projections of slices from each distribution near Ve�z�Vp�
��� are given in Figs� �����a�� �����d�� The momentum distribution exhibits the
two�
ngered structure in all ranges of impact parameters� However	 the distribution
becomes more symmetric at smaller impact parameters �larger recoil�ion transverse
momentum�� This suggests that the relative contributions of � and � orbitals depend
on the impact parameter� At small impact parameters the � is dominant over �
orbital� This leads to a symmetric distribution around the inter�nuclear axis� At
large impact parameters	 the � orbital contribution increases relatively leading to
the asymmetry of the distribution�
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Figure ����� Top view of ejected electron momentum distribution for SI in the
collision �� keV He���He generated for di	erent ranges of impact parameters�
The electron velocity components Ve�z and Ve�y are scaled by the projectile velocity
�Vp�� The impact parameter decreases in the �gures by moving from �a� to �c��
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Figure ����� Top view of ejected electron momentum distribution in the collision
�� keV He���He leading to TI of He generated for di	erent impact parameters�
The electron velocity components Ve�z and Ve�y are scaled by the projectile velocity
�Vp�� The impact parameter decreases in the �gures by moving from �a� to �d��
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Figure ����� Transverse projections of the distributions in Figs� �����a�� �����d�
near Ve�z�Vp� ����
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To study the impact parameter dependence of the other two groups	 i�e	 the
backward electrons and the fast forward electrons	 the two�dimensional electron
momentum distributions are projected onto the Ve�z axis for di�erent ranges of im�
pact parameters� The results for SI are presented in Figs� �����a���c�� The 
gures
show that the backward electrons are generated at small impact parameters as seen
in Fig �����c�� Similar consequences can be observed for the fast forward electrons
in TI case as appears in Figs� �����a���d�� These 
gures display the impact pa�
rameter dependence of the fast forward electrons� The 
gures show that the fast
forward electrons result from a narrow range of impact parameters and appear as
image saddle in the projectile frame�
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Figure ����� Z�component of the velocity of electrons emitted in the single ion�
ization of He by He�� at �� keV impact energy for di	erent impact parameters�
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��� Discussion and Interpretation

����� Saddle�point electrons

Since explicit theoretical calculations of the electron momentum distributions as
a function of impact parameter have not yet been carried out for the systems in�
vestigated in the present work	 we can speculate on the major mechanisms which
we believe our data reveal� In the saddle point vicinity	 two structures have been
observed in the measured electron momentum distributions� the maximum on the
internuclear axis structure and the two�
ngered structure� These structures were
interpreted by Ovichinnikov et al� ��� and Macek et al� ���	 ��� within the the�
ory of hidden crossings� The major idea is that one electron �or more� molecular
orbital�s� is promoted into the continuum carrying with it the character of that pro�
moted orbital� This character is then revealed in the form of the continuum velocity
distribution� Two series of transitions are expected to contribute to the saddle point
ionization mechanism� The T�� series involves no angular momentum transfer and
thus leads to a � state in the saddle continuum	 while the T�� series starts with a
rotational coupling to the �p� orbital of the quasimolecule and leads to a � state�
Based on the model suggested by Macek et al� ����	 one can write the 
nal electron
wave function as a superposition of model � and � amplitudes� This can be written
as

% � �j� � � �ei	j� � �����

where 
 is the di�erence in phase between the two amplitudes and is given by


 � � Re
Z �

to
���R�� �
�R��dt � � �

Vp
Re
Z �

Ro

���R�� �
�R��dR �����

where �� and �
 are the energies of � and � paths along which the promotion occurs	
respectively� to and Ro are constants� Fig� ���� shows a simple representation of the

nal electron wave function� In addition	 the interference of the � amplitude with �
amplitude which leads to the asymmetry of the electron momentum distribution can
also be shown in this 
gure� It is this di�erent symmetry of � and � states which	
according to the calculations	 yields a maximum on the saddle for the T�� and a
node for the T�� series� Such an explanation seems natural for the collision systems
studied in this work as well� Therefore	 the pattern of double branches	 separated by
a nodel line	 springs from target ioniztion along a promoted �p� molecular orbital�
In collisions ofHe�� with He	 the promotion starts via the rotational coupling of the
molecular orbital �p� and the molecular orbital �p� at small internuclear distances�
The �p� orbital is then eventually promoted via a series of radial crosssings �T �
process� into the continuum� This process conserves the � character of the orbital
and gives rise to the nodal line along the internuclear axis�

If the above mechanism holds	 the impact parameter dependence of the process
should be dominated by the enabling rotational coupling process	 which transforms
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Figure ��
�� A simple representation of the �nal electron wave function as a
superposition of model � and � amplitudes ������

the �p� initial orbital into the �p� one� The following promotion of the �p� orbital
into the continuum should subsequently occur at large impact parameters on the
way out of the collision� Hence	 no strong impact parameter dependence is expected
in this second step� This explains the appearance of the two�
ngered structure for
all ranges of impact parameters in TI reaction as shown in Fig� ����� Based on
this analogy	 we can expect that the probability of the �p���p� rotational coupling
has its maximum at b����� a�u� �P� � � a�u�� as determined from the recoil ion
transverse momentum distribution shown in Fig� �����b�� In contrast to the TI	
Both T�� and T�� transition series can be observed in the electron momentum
distributions generated at di�erent impact parameters for SI reaction� At large
impact parameters �i�e small transverse momentum transfer�	 the T�� transition
series is dominant� This series leads to a maximum on the internuclear as shown in
Fig� �����a�� At small impact parameters	 the T�� dominates and leads to the nodal
line along the internuclear axis as shown in Fig� �����c�� These results agree with that
observed in the recoil ion transverse momentum distribution seen in Fig� �����a��

The strong similarity of the electron velocity distributions observed for the he�
lium and the molecular hydrogen target suggests that similar ionization mechanisms
are operating for both targets� Since no orientation dependence is observed for the
electron momentum distribution for the He�� �H� collision system	 we can expect
that the interpretations made for the He�� �He collision system are valid for the
He�� �H� collision system�
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����� Fast Forward Electrons and Backward Electrons

The fast forward electrons measured for the 
rst time in the present work have
been overlooked in all experiments so far due to experimental limitations and have
not been discussed in the theoretical literature at all� This opens the door to the
speculations about the origin of these electrons� An obvious indication of the exis�
tence of the fast forward electrons could be seen in the theoretical work of Sidky et
al� ���	 ��� They found in classical calculating as well as in using their two center
momentum space discretization method � see section ������ a signi
cant emission
of fast forward electrons� Fig� ���� shows an example of their calculations� In this
Fig� ����	 the longitudinal electron momentum distributions calculated for the p�H
system using the TCMSD and CTMC methods at impact energies ��	 ��	 ��	 and
�� keV and an impact parameter b� ��� a�u� are presented� The 
gures show that
a number of emitted electrons have a velocity higher than the projectile velocity�
To de
ne the ionization more precisely	 they have identi
ed the ionized electrons at
an internuclear separation of ��� a�u�� The ejected electrons are then propagated
backwards to lower internuclear separations to examine the ionization mechanism	
speci
cally	 the saddle�point ionization as a function of R� Fig� ���� shows a slice of
the ejected electron momentum distribution	 at R��� for the �� and �� kev colli�
sions� Each dot	 gray or black	 represents an electron trajectory that will be in the
continuum at R� ���� In this 
gure circles of radius pion are drawn in about both
target and projectile centers� In Fig� �����b�	 most of the electrons are outside the
two circles indicating that electrons which are ejected at R���� a�u� are already in
the continuum at R� �� a�u� for collisions at �� keV � In Fig� �����a�	 there is still
a nontrivial fraction of electrons which lies inside the circles� These electrons have
pk near V�� as an indication that the potential saddle may play an important role�

To isolate the e�ect of the saddle potential as the two nuclei recede from each
other	 they classi
ed the ejected electrons for t�� into two groups at each z	 where
z � vt� ��� �kinetic� electrons� energy is positive with respect to both target and
projectile protons	 individually	 and ��� saddle point electrons� energy is negative
with respect to either proton� The kinetic electrons represent any electron that is
considered ejected at the current z	 and they are represented by gray dots in Fig� �����
The saddle point electrons are not free at the current z and require the long�range
two�centre interaction to reach the continuum� These electrons are represented by
the black dots in the 
gure� Clearly	 this de
nition includes electrons promoted
into the continuum on the internuclear potential saddle and from Fig������a� these
electrons are mostly located near the potential saddle�

Following these de
nitions	 they have evaluated the ratio Ps of saddle�point
electrons as a function of z as the two nuclei recede for �	��	��	 and �� KeV� see
Fig������ The curves for ����keV exhibit similar behavior� The saddle fraction ex�
hibits a plateau after z��	 where the top of the barrier is the same as the average
energy of the initial state� Subsequently	 as the saddle pushes upward	 the saddle�
point electrons are promoted to the continuum	 and thus the saddle�point fraction
decreases monotonically� For low energy collisions this process is stretched out since
the electrons entering the saddle region have a low kinetic energy with respect to
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the saddle point� Fig� ���� shows that the saddle�point mechanism contributes a
maximum of ��� to the total ionization probability	 decreasing slowly from � to ��
keV� On the other hand	 the range of saddle�point ionization decreases rapidly with
impact energy until 
nally	 at �� keV	 the saddle fraction just drops monotonically
to zero� From their analysis of the classical calculations	 they have concluded that
experimental measurement of the V�� peak in the longitudinal momentum distribu�
tion of ejected electrons does not necessarily imply the saddle point mechanism�

Another theoretical model which can be employed in our discussion is the Zero�
Ranged Potential Model �see ��� for more details�� The electron momentum dis�
tributions calculated by Macek et al� ���� using this model exhibit peaks in the
forward and backward directions� They found that these oscillations are owing to
interference between the g and u amplitudes� They have attributed these peaks
classically to Fermi acceleration �for more details	 see section ����

While the fast forward electrons are observed for the TI ofHe by He��	 a related
feature was noted in the electron momentum distribution measured for the SI of
He by He��� This feature consists in the appearance of backward electrons� A deep
comparison between the fast forward electron group and the backward electrons
group shows that the electrons in both groups are emitted in the same direction
of the He� ions in longitudinal direction and in the opposite direction of the He�

ions in the transverse direction� Based on this comparison	 one might speculate that
the electrons which are promoted on the saddle for some time during the collision
could 
nally swing around the He� ion in the way out of the collision	 i�e	 either
around the projectile in the forward direction in the TI case forming the fast forward
electrons or around the recoil ion in the backward direction in the SI case forming
the backward electrons� This might be a result of the strong gradient	 and hence
the large acceleration of the screened He� potential�
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Figure ��
�� Projections of classical �thin line with error bars� and quantum me�
chanical �thick line� ejected electrons distributions parallel to projectile motion�
The collision system is proton on hydrogen at �a� ��� �b� ��� �c� ��� and �d� ��
keV �from Sidky et al� �
���

Figure ��
�� Scatter plot of ejected electrons� in momentum space� within ���
a�u� of the collision plane� Gray and black dots represent kinetic and saddle
electrons� respectively� see text� Circles of radius Pion centered on the target and
projectile protons indicate the minimum momentum of ejection based on a free
expansion model� �a� �� keV at z�
� a�u� and �b� �� keV at z�
� a�u��from
Sidky et al� �
���
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Figure ��

� Fraction of saddle electrons as a function of z� Curves correspond
to impact energies �a� �� keV � �b� �� keV � �c� �� keV and �d� � keV �from
Sidky et al� �
���
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Concluding Remarks

The results reported in this thesis were a signi
cant advance in the general com�
prehending of the ionization processes in the slow ion�atom collisions and in the
slow ion�molecule collisions� In general	 we employed COLTRIMS technique to
measure the momentum distribution of emitted electrons for a variety of collision
systems	 and as the development of our apparatus progressed	 we were able to do
increasingly detailed measurements� These collision systems studied in this work
can be classi
ed as ion�atomic collision systems �He�� on He� and ion�molecular
collision systems �He�� on H���

In ion�atom collisions	 the results presented in this work revealed the appearance
of new structures in the ejected electron momentum distributions� In addition to the
well�known saddle electrons	 the backward electrons and the fast forward electrons
appeared� These backward and fast forward electrons have been overlooked in all
previous experiments so far owing to experimental limitation and are not discussed in
the theoretical literature at all� Side�views of the electron momentum distributions
generated for the ion�atom collisions showed that the saddle electrons are emitted
in the forward direction and con
ned to the scattering plane� In contrast	 the
momentum distributions showed that both backward and fast forward electrons
exhibit a degree of out�of�plane scattering�

The in�scattering�plane electron momentum distributions showed that the saddle
electrons are emitted in two jets oriented in the scattering plane in the forward
direction and o� the projectile�axis� This structure is attributed to the promotion
of molecular orbitals of � character into the continuum� These results revealed the
importance of the quasi�molecular nature of the ionization process� Regarding the
backward and fast forward electrons	 the in�scattering�plane distributions showed
that both groups exhibit a di�erent structure than that of the saddle electrons� The
fast forward electrons are ejected in the forward direction with a velocity greater
than the projectile velocity and scattered opposite to the scattered projectile� In
contrast	 the backward electrons are emitted in the backward direction and scattered
in the same direction of the scattered projectile�

In ion�molecule collision systems studied in this work	 two of the three electrons
groups shown in the ion�atom collisions were obtained for the ion�molecule collisions�

���
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They are the saddle electrons group and the fast forward electrons group� The
orientation dependence of the electron momentum distribution was studied� The
results show no in�uence of the molecular orientation on the electron momentum
distributions� These results represent the 
rst experimental study of the orienta�
tion dependence of the continuum electron momentum distribution for a molecular
target�

The comparison of the results obtained for H� with the results of Helium	 the
corresponding atomic two�electron system	 o�ered the suitable basis of the inter�
pretation process of the results determined for the H� because no orientation de�
pendence of the electron momentum distributions was observed� The comparison
showed that the two�
ngered structure was appeared for both targets in the saddle
vicinity� Concerning the fast forward electrons	 the comparison showed that these
electrons yielded a signi
cant contribution to total cross�section of the transfer ion�
ization process for both targets� They contributed up to ����� to the cross section
of the transfer ionization of H�� This contribution was greater than the contribution
of these electrons to the cross section of the transfer ionizatin of He which equals
������

Finally	 the impact�parameter dependence of the electron momentum distribu�
tions for both kinds of collision systems was investigated� It was observed	 in the case
of TI of He by He��	 that the two�
ngered structure appeared in the saddle vicinity
for all ranges of impact parameters� However	 at small impact parameters	 the mo�
mentum distribution became more symmetric around the internuclear axis because
of the dominance of � orbital over � orbital� In the TI of H� by He��	 the two

ngered structure was seen to appear at small impact parameters� At large impact
parametes	 the � orbital contribution increases relatively leading to the asymmetry
of the distribution around the internuclear axis� In contrast	 the � orbital was the
dominant orbital over all ranges of impact parameters in the case of the SI of H� by
He��� In the case of the SI of He by He��	 the two�
ngered structure was seen only
at a small impact parameters� At large impact parameters a maximum in the saddle
was obtained which indicated that the � orbital was dominant over the ��orbital�
The study of the impact�parameter� dependence of the fast forward electrons dis�
played that these electrons raised from a narrow range of impact parameters and
appeared as image saddle in the projectile frame� In the backward electrons case	
the study of impact parameter dependence showed that these electrons resulted also
from a small range of impact parameters but they appeared as image saddle in the
target frame�



Appendix A

Multi�Hit Lecroy ���� TDC

The �����TDC has four separate operating modes� The times are measured with
respect to a common hit	 which can occur before or after the individual time signal
to be measured �common stop or common start mode�� The other mode dependent
feature is the data format	 which can be either single or double word� A summary
of the modes is listed below

Mode Operation Data Format

� Common Stop Single Word

� Common Start Single Word

� Common Stop Double Word

� Common Start Double Word

Table A��� Operation modes of 

���TDC

In the present work	 the common�stop double�word mode was chosen in the
measuring process� In this mode	 the output data is in double word format� It
consists of a header word	 followed by up to ���� data words� The double�word
format can be represented as follows

Header

bits ��� the � bit module ID bits

bits ��� the � bit resolution value	 always �

bit �� the rising�both edge recording

bit �� the event serial number

bit �� the event serial number

First Data Word

bits ��� � bit data value

���
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bit � �	 indicates that the data is the most signi
cant byte

bit � identi
es the edge	 �� rising	 �� falling

bits ����� � bit channel no�

bit �� always �	 identi
es data word

Second Data Word

bits ��� � bit data value

bit � �	 indicates that the data is the least signi
cant byte

bit � identi
es the edge	 �� rising	 �� falling

bits ����� � bit channel no�

bit �� always �

The output data includes in addition to the physical information technical infor�
mation� Therefore	 one needs to write a small program to extract the physical
information and eliminate the technical information� The following program is writ�
ten in Fortran language to extract the physical information from the output data
for an event consisting of one measured quantity�

real(� ED���	ED���	ED���	ED��� )) ED��� is the Header Data
)) ED��� is the First word
)) ED��� is the Second word
)) ED��� is the extracted
)) physical information

real(� CN	CN�	CN� )) CN is the used channel�TDC no�
)) CN� is the channel no� obtained
)) from 
rst word ������ bits�
)) CN� is the channel no� obtained
)) from second word ������ bits�

CN��mod�ED��������	��� )) calculate channel no� from 
rst
)) word

CN��mod�ED��������	��� )) calculate channel no� from second
)) word

IF�CN���CN�� then
CN�CN�
ED����mod�ED���	�����(�����mod�ED���	�����
Else
Endif
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